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We investigate the phenomenology of the MSSM extended by a single R-parity violating coupling
at the unification scale. For all R-parity violating couplings, we discuss the evolution of the particle
spectra through the renormalization group equations and the nature of the lightest supersymmetric
particle (LSP) within the CMSSM, as an example of a specific complete supersymmetric model. We
use the nature of the LSP to classify the possible signatures. For each possible scenario we present
in detail the current LHC bounds on the supersymmetric particle masses, typically obtained using
simplified models. From this we determine the present coverage of R-parity violating models at
the LHC. We find several gaps, in particular for a stau-LSP, which is easily obtained in R-parity
violating models. Using the program CheckMATE we recast existing LHC searches to set limits on
the parameters of all R-parity violating CMSSMs. We find that virtually all of them are either more
strongly constrained or similarly constrained in comparison to the R-parity conserving CMSSM,
including the U¯D¯D¯ models. For each R-parity violating CMSSM we then give the explicit lower
mass bounds on all relevant supersymmetric particles.
I. INTRODUCTION
Supersymmetry (SUSY) [1–4] is a unique extension of
the external symmetries of the Standard Model of parti-
cle physics (SM) [5, 6].1 As a solution to the hierarchy
problem [8, 9], the supersymmetry-breaking scale should
be O(TeV) and thus testable at the LHC. To-date no ex-
perimental sign of supersymmetry has been found [10],
pushing the lower mass limits for some supersymmet-
ric particles into the TeV range, however with some clear
model dependence, see for example Ref. [11] on discussing
the impact of the
√
s = 8TeV data.
Requiring supersymmetric invariance of the SM and
imposing R-parity conservation yields the minimal su-
persymmetric SM (MSSM). Its superpotential is given
by
WMSSM = ab
[
(Yu)ijQ
a
iH
b
uU¯j + (Yd)ijQ
a
iH
b
dD¯j
+(Ye)ijL
a
iH
b
dE¯j − µHadHbu
]
, (1)
where we have explicitly included the SU(2) indices,
while otherwise using standard notation [12], for example
i, j = 1, 2, 3 are the generation indices. The above super-
potential by construction conserves the discrete symme-
try R-parity
Rp = (−1)3B+L+2S , (2)
where B denotes baryon number, L lepton number and
S spin. This requires supersymmetric pair production
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in colliders, and often leads to missing transverse mo-
mentum signatures. These signatures arise as the light-
est supersymmetric particle (LSP) is necessarily stable,
guaranteed by conserved Rp, and in most cases electri-
cally neutral thus evading experimental detection. For
many years the constrained minimal supersymmetric SM
(CMSSM) [13–17] has been a benchmark for experimen-
tal supersymmetry searches. It is defined by five param-
eters,
M0, M1/2, A0, tanβ, sgn(µ) , (3)
at the unification scale, MX ' 1016 GeV, in compar-
ison to the O(100) parameters present in the generic
MSSM. HereM0,M1/2 are the universal scalar and gaug-
ino masses, A0 is the universal trilinear scalar interaction
and tanβ is the ratio of the two Higgs vacuum expecta-
tion values. sgn(µ) is the sign of the supersymmetric
Higgsino mass term µ.
The lack of a supersymmetric signal at the LHC puts
increasing pressure on the CMSSM in particular with re-
spect to fine-tuning [18, 19]. Several groups have per-
formed combined frequentist fits of the CMSSM to all
the relevant data, see for example [20, 21]. In Ref. [22] it
was shown that the CMSSM is experimentally excluded
due to tension between the (g−2)µ measurements and the
LHC lower bounds onM0. Several groups now instead in-
vestigate the phenomenological MSSM (pMSSM), which
has a more extensive parameter set [23–27]. In particu-
lar the slepton and squark masses at the unification scale
are now given by separate parameters, decoupling the
(g − 2)µ measurement and the LHC lower mass bound
on the squarks [26].
Rather than relaxing the high-scale boundary condi-
tions, we instead consider R-parity violating (RPV) su-
persymmetry [28–30]. Restricting ourselves to the min-
imal set of fields as in the MSSM, the superpotential is
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2jk λ
′
3jk λ
′′
ijk
Bound 0.49a 0.09a 0.59 1.1 0.5b
TABLE I: The bounds on the most constrained coupling for
each class of RPV operators at MW . The bounds are given
for sfermion masses m˜ of 1TeV and typically scale as m˜−1.
A complete list with the specific sfermion mass dependence is
given in Appendix A. aWe disregarded the stringent bound on
λ133 and λ′133 arising from upper bounds on neutrino masses
[35]. b λ′′112 and λ′′113 can be more strongly constrained under
the assumption of a large hadronic scale for double nucleon
decay [36].
extended to include the 48 terms [31]
W = ab
[
1
2
λijkL
a
iL
b
jE¯k + λ
′
ijkL
a
iQ
b
jD¯j − κiLaiHbu
]
+
1
2
xyzλ
′′
ijkU¯
x
i D¯
y
j D¯
z
k . (4)
Here x, y and z are SU(3) color indices and the
λijk, λ
′
ijk, λ
′′
ijk are dimensionless Yukawa couplings. As
an orientation we present the most strictly bound
Yukawas in each class of operators in Tab. I. A complete
list is given in Appendix A. The κi are mass dimension-
one mixing parameters. At a fixed energy scale they can
be rotated away. This also holds for complex κi and
λ’s [32, 33]. Through the renormalization group equa-
tions RGEs they are in general, however, regenerated at
other scales. As discussed in [34], supergravity models
with universal breaking have alignment at the unifica-
tion scale, and thus only radiatively generated κi at the
weak scale. The κi are then very small and have no im-
pact on the LHC phenomenology. We therefore discard
them in the remainder of this paper.
R-parity was originally introduced to stabilize the pro-
ton. However, this is not a unique choice, with many
viable alternatives [37–43]. There are also a number of
simple models which predict a subset of RPV couplings
through other discrete gauge symmetries, see for example
[33, 44, 45]. In addition phenomenologically RPV super-
symmetry models naturally accommodate light massive
neutrinos, requiring neither right-handed neutrinos nor
an additional heavy Majorana mass scale [32, 46, 47]. As
a consequence of R-parity violation, the LSP can decay
and is no longer a good dark matter candidate. How-
ever, others such as an axion, a sufficiently long-lived
axino [48–51] or even the gravitino [52, 53] can account
for the measured dark matter relic density [54]. Further-
more, RPV can alleviate part of the light Higgs problem
in supersymmetry [55], as it can lead to weaker lower
mass bounds on the squark and gluino, see e.g. [56–58]
and the discussion below. We conclude that RPV models
are just as well motivated as R-parity conserving (RPC)
models.
Throughout most of this paper we focus on the RPV–
CMSSM, which we shall also denote Λ6Rp–CMSSM, as de-
fined in Ref. [34]. A given such model has one additional
non-zero trilinear RPV coupling Λ6Rp at the unification
scale. We have the following parameters at MX
M0, M1/2, A0, tanβ, sgn(µ), Λ 6Rp , (5)
with Λ6Rp ∈ {λijk, λ′ijk, λ′′ijk} .
Through the RGEs, several non-zero RPV couplings will
be generated at the weak scale [59]. As we see below,
this can have an effect on the LHC phenomenology, in
particular for τ˜ -LSPs.
It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the im-
pact of the LHC on the allowed parameter ranges of the
Λ6Rp–CMSSM. At the LHC supersymmetric production is
dominated by the squarks and gluinos, but electroweak
gaugino production can also have an impact. For not too
large RPV-couplings, the produced sparticles will cas-
cade to the LSP via standard MSSM operators. As the
cosmological constraint no longer applies for an unstable
LSP, it need not be the lightest neutralino. The LSP
then decays in the detector via R-parity violating cou-
plings, usually through the dominant coupling given at
the unification scale. It is thus the nature of the LSP, as
well as its decay which mainly determines the resulting
signatures. We summarize the possibilities as follows:
sig. =

q˜q˜
q˜g˜
g˜g˜
˜`+ ˜`−
ν˜ν˜
χ˜0χ˜±

prod
⊗

χ˜01
χ˜±1
ν˜i
˜`±
i
τ˜
q˜
b˜
t˜
g˜

possible
LSP
⊗

L1L2E¯1
. . .
L1Q1D¯1
. . .
U¯3D¯2D¯3

LSP
decay
(6)
Here q˜ refers to any squark and the last array represents
all forty-five new trilinear RPV operators, as given in
Eq. (4). A first systematic analysis of these bewildering
possibilities for a neutralino LSP was presented in [60]. A
more general classification was presented in [61], allowing
for all possible LSPs and also all supersymmetric mass
orderings. This is presently beyond a systematic compar-
ison with LHC data. Here we instead address the case of
the Λ6Rp–CMSSM, Eq. (5). With the smaller number of
parameters this is feasible. In particular in this paper we
investigate the following points:
(1) In Sec. II, we analyze the possible LSPs in the Λ 6Rp–
CMSSM. This depends on the type and size of the
dominant RPV coupling, as well as the CMSSM
parameters. We employ the supersymmetric RGEs
[59] and go beyond previous work [62], to take into
account the recent Higgs boson discovery.
(2) In Secs. III to V, we review in detail the RPV LHC
signatures, summarize the experimental lower mass
bounds and thus determine the current LHC cover-
age of the Λ 6Rp–MSSM. The experiments typically
3set limits on the parameters of simplified models,
with no interpretation in the Λ6Rp–CMSSM. These
searches can however be applied to a wide range of
RPV models.
(3) In Sec. VI we investigate the Λ6Rp–CMSSM as a
complete supersymmetric model. We use the pro-
gram CheckMATE [63–65] to determine the LHC
bounds on the various versions of this model and
compare it to the CheckMATE constraints in the
RPC–CMSSM.
(4) In Sec. VIII we use the results from Sec. VI to
determine absolute lower mass bounds on the su-
persymmetric particles for a χ˜01-LSP and for a τ˜1-
LSP scenario in the Λ 6Rp–CMSSM, respectively. We
compare our bounds to the simplified models exper-
imental bounds in Secs. III to V.
In Sec. IX we summarize and conclude. In Appendix A
we collate the current weak-scale bounds on the R-parity
violating trilinear couplings. Most bounds are propor-
tional to the mass of a supersymmetric scalar fermion
(sfermion). For heavy sfermion masses above a TeV many
bounds are weak to non-existent.
II. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP
EVOLUTION OF THE RPV–CMSSM
The renormalization group equations (RGEs) of super-
symmetric R-parity violation have previously been stud-
ied in Refs. [36, 66–70]. The full two-loop equations are
given in Ref. [59]. Through the interface with SARAH
[71–76], they have been implemented in the numerical
program SPheno [77, 78], which we employ here.
A. General Considerations
As we saw in Eq. (6), the nature of the LSP plays
an important role in determining all possible LHC sig-
natures. Within the Λ 6Rp–CMSSM, the LSP is deter-
mined dynamically as a function of the input parame-
ters given in Eq. (5). The universal gaugino masses at
MX of the CMSSM imply that the lightest gaugino is
always the neutralino at the weak scale. Regions with
the chargino as the LSP are only possible for very small
chargino masses and are hence excluded by LEP searches,
while the gluino is always heavier. Whether or not a given
sfermion could be the LSP depends on the correspond-
ing soft SUSY-breaking scalar and gaugino masses at the
weak scale. Therefore, apart from the initial choice of
M0, their RGE evolution from MX to the TeV scale is
crucial. To a good approximation, it is sufficient to con-
sider the one-loop RGEs and neglect the contributions
from the 1st and 2nd generation Yukawa couplings of the
R-parity conserving MSSM (RPC-MSSM). Given these
assumptions the RGEs for the scalar masses squared can
be parametrized as [34, 62]
16pi2
d(m˜2Y )
dt
= −aigi|Mi|2 − bg1S + Λ26RpF + cT 2Λ , (7)
where t = log(Q/M), Q is the renormalization scale and
M is the reference scale. Mi, i = 1, 2, 3, are the soft
breaking gaugino masses, and gi the corresponding gauge
couplings for U(1)Y , SU(2)L and SU(3)c, respectively.
Λ6Rp denotes the non-zero RPV coupling and TΛ are the
corresponding RPV trilinear soft supersymmetry break-
ing sfermion interactions, namely TΛ = Λ6RpA0 atMX . In
the LLE¯ case we have: (T kλ )ij ≡ (Tλ)ijk ≡ λijkA0. The
coefficients ai, b, and c depend on Y = {E,L,Q,D,U}.
F is a linear function of the soft SUSY-breaking squared
scalar masses and is positive if the latter are all positive,
and S is given by
S = m2Hu +m2Hd
+ Tr
(
m˜2Q − m˜2L − 2m˜2U + m˜2D + m˜2E
)
. (8)
For the sleptons and sneutrinos, the RGEs for the di-
agonal m˜2Y entries read
16pi2
d(m˜2E)ii
dt
= −24
5
g21 |M1|2 +
6
5
g21S + 2Tr(λi†λi)(m˜2E)ii
+ 4Tr(m˜2Lλ
i†λi) + 2Tr(T i†λ T
i
λ) , (9)
and
16pi2
d(m˜2L)ii
dt
= −6
5
g21 |M1|2 − 6g22 |M2|2 −
3
5
g21S (10)
+
∑
r
[
2(m˜2L)ii(λ
rλr†)ii + 2(λr(m˜2L)
Tλr†)ii
+ 2(m˜2E)rq(λ
rλq†)ii + 6(m˜2Lλ
′rλ′r†)ii
+ 6(m˜2D)rq(λ
′rλ′q†)ii + 6(λ′k(m˜2Q)
Tλ′k†)ii
+ 2(T rλT
r†
λ )ii + 6(T
r
λ′T
r†
λ′ )ii
]
.
Here we have used the notation λijk = (λk)ij , λ′ijk =
(λ′k)ij so that, e.g., Tr(λi†λi) =
∑
k,l λ
∗
kliλkli and∑
r(T
r
λT
r†
λ )ii ≡
∑
k,r(Tλ)ikr(T
∗
λ )ikr. The complete con-
tributions to all soft-masses including all Yukawa cou-
plings can be found in Ref. [34].
As is known from the RPC case, large gaugino masses
contribute with a negative slope to the RGEs, thus rais-
ing the sfermion masses when running from the high to
the low scale. This gaugino mass effect typically dom-
inates over the reverse effect due to the soft-mass con-
tribution Λ26RpF to the RGEs, even for large values of
M0(MX). Thus small M0 is in general favorable for ob-
taining light sfermions. The most important effect in the
RGEs comes from the A-terms, i.e. TΛ, which always de-
crease the soft-masses at the low scale. As is well-known
for the RPC–CMSSM, large A0 values of several TeV are
needed in order to explain the Higgs mass, if at the same
time the stops are at the TeV scale. See, e.g., Ref. [22]
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FIG. 1: Dependence at one-loop of the stau, selectron and
lightest neutralino mass on the initial choice of A0 at MX for
λ231|MX = 0.1, as well as M0 = 300 GeV, M1/2 = 900 GeV
and tanβ = 10. The green shaded area indicates the region
where the Higgs mass is sufficiently heavy, mh > 122 GeV,
see text.
for a recent global fit to the RPC–CMSSM. Therefore,
in a constrained SUSY model, it is natural to have large
trilinear SUSY-breaking terms, leading to sizable effects
in the weak-scale sfermion masses.
Therefore sfermion LSPs are most easily obtained for
small M0 and large |A0|. For illustration purposes we
show in Fig. 1 the dependence of the right-handed selec-
tron mass on A0 for an RPV coupling λ231 = 0.1 atMX .2
Here we show as a solid red line the mass of the right-
handed selectron, as a solid blue line the mass of the
right-handed stau and as a black dashed line the mass
of the lightest neutralino. We see that the lightest neu-
tralino mass is largely unaffected by the initial value of
A0. Due to the strong Tλ dependence of the soft mass
(m˜2E)11, the right-handed selectron becomes the LSP for
A0 . −1.8 TeV or A0 & 2.4 TeV in this scenario. The
dominantly right-handed stau is also strongly affected by
the choice of A0 and becomes the next-to-lightest spar-
ticle (NLSP) for even larger |A0|. The A0 dependence
of mτ˜R is due to the terms in the RGEs proportional to
the (RPC) τ Yukawa, which are not included in Eqs. (7)-
(10), but have been used in the full numerical evaluation.
For A0 . −1.1 TeV, corresponding to the green shaded
region, the mass of the SM-like Higgs is in the correct
range, 122GeV< mh < 128GeV [79, 80], in accordance
with the ±3GeV uncertainties in the numerical programs
we employ. Whereas it is too small in the rest of the plot.
We note that large trilinear sfermion interactions tend
to make the electroweak vacuum unstable, i.e. the scalar
2 This large value of the RPV coupling is consistent with the low-
energy bounds, cf. Tab. I and Appendix A.
potential can develop additional minima, which for large
|Ti| can be deeper than the electroweak minimum [81, 82].
The latter can then tunnel to the energetically preferred
configuration at possibly unacceptably large rates. How-
ever, using the numerical program Vevacious [83], we
have verified that possible new minima induced by the
RPV operators TΛ are, for the scenarios we consider here,
never deeper than the vacua we already find in the RPC–
CMSSM. Therefore, the findings of Ref. [84] concern-
ing the vacuum stability of the RPC–CMSSM also apply
here. All scenarios we present in the following feature an
electroweak vacuum which is either stable or metastable
long-lived, meaning that the tunnelling time to the global
minimum is longer than the age of the Universe.
B. Determining the LSP
The different possible LSP scenarios in the RPV–
CMSSM have been first explored in Ref. [62]. This anal-
ysis was centered around comparatively small values of
M0,M1/2 and A0. With the recent measurement of the
Higgs mass, these small values of the input parameters
lead to an unacceptably light Higgs and are hence ex-
cluded. Here we reevaluate the possible LSPs in the
RPV–CMSSM, taking into account the new Higgs mea-
surements [79]. Due to the necessity of quite heavy uni-
versal soft-breaking parameters, the supersymmetric con-
tributions to the muon anomalous magnetic moment can
only alleviate but not solve the well-known discrepancy
[85–87]. We first consider the case of small couplings and
then large couplings which can strongly affect the RGEs.
1. Small Λ6Rp
For small values of the RPV couplings, Λ 6Rp . 0.05,
the RGE running of the soft supersymmetry breaking
masses is largely unaffected by the R-parity violating in-
teractions. As in the RPC–CMSSM, we thus obtain wide
ranges of parameter space with a neutralino LSP. How-
ever, for small values of M0 and larger values of M1/2,
A0 and tanβ, the lightest stau, τ˜1, is the LSP. For con-
served R-parity the LSP is stable and these regions of
parameter space are excluded on astrophysical and cos-
mological grounds [88]. However, for RPV these regions
are viable as the LSP decays. An example of such a pa-
rameter region for A0 = −3TeV and tanβ = 30 is given
in Fig. 2 to the left of the black contour. The Higgs mass
measurement restricts the larger M1/2 regions compared
to Refs. [34, 62].
2. Large λijk
For a large Λ6Rp the RGEs are significantly modified
and the low-energy mass spectrum must be re-evaluated
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FIG. 2: LSP Plot for both λijk = 0 (black) and λ323|MX =
0.15 (blue). The parameter space left of the respective con-
tours features a τ˜ LSP whereas on the right the χ˜01 is the LSP.
The parameter space on the left of the dashed gray line is ex-
cluded in the case of λ323|MX = 0.15 from the bounds on the
RPV coupling, see Tab. XIII. We see how the stau-LSP region
expands as we turn on, in this case, the λ323 coupling. The
green shaded region corresponds to parameter space where
the Higgs mass lies in the range 122 GeV < mh < 128GeV
[79, 80].
[59]. Specifically for Λ 6Rp = λijk and large, the run-
ning of the soft-breaking masses results in (m˜E)kk <
(m˜L)ii, (m˜L)jj at the weak scale, where m˜L includes
both m˜˜`
L
and m˜νL . As already known from the RPC
case, the gaugino contribution is larger for the doublet
than for the singlet sleptons. Furthermore from Eqs. (9)
and (10) we see that (m˜2E)kk receives twice the contribu-
tion from the A-term compared to (m˜2L)ii, (m˜
2
L)jj . Ex-
plicitly, consider Λ6Rp = λijk = −λjik 6= 0, λmn` = 0
otherwise. Defining TΛ = AΛ6Rp , we have 2 Tr(T
k†
λ T
k
λ ) =
4A2 Λ26Rp , due to the antisymmetry in the indices, while∑
r 2 (T
r
λT
r†
λ )ii,jj = 2A
2 Λ26Rp . Therefore, in general,
large λijk can lead to a right-handed slepton LSP of fla-
vor k. Using a 1-step integration a very rough estimate
for the soft-breaking mass squared is:
(m˜2E)kk ' (m˜2E)RPCkk − 0.76 |λijk|2(A20 + 3M20 ) , (11)
where (m˜2E)
RPC
kk 'M20 +0.15M21/2− 23Xkδk3 [89–91] and
Xk includes the effects from the third-generation RPC
soft-breaking trilinear interactions. Neglecting the D-
term contributions, for the stau, it reads
X3 ' (1 + tan
2 β)
104
(
M20 + 0.15M
2
1/2 + 0.33A
2
0
)
. (12)
For various λijk choices, one can obtain the analogue of
Fig. 1 for both a µ˜ and a τ˜ . The latter case is qualitatively
different because of the large RPC τ Yukawa coupling,
which is tanβ-enhanced, cf. Eq. (12). In Fig. 2 we show
the τ˜ LSP regions in theM0−M1/2 plane for both λijk =
0 (solid black curve) and λ323 = 0.15 (solid blue curve) at
MX . The τ˜ region is to the left of the respective curves
and is significantly enlarged for a non-zero λij3. The
green region represents the allowed Higgs mass and the
region to the left of the gray dashed line is excluded by the
bounds on the RPV coupling for the case λ323|MX = 0.15.
3. Large λ′ijk
For large λ′ijk, the only possible non-neutralino LSP
candidate is a slepton or sneutrino of flavor i, as the
squarks are always heavier due to the large RGE contri-
bution from the gluino. The RPC contribution to the
approximately integrated RGEs for the squarks are [89–
92]
(m˜2Q)kk ' M20 + 5.2M21/2 −
1
3
(Xb +Xt)δk3 , (13)
(m˜2D)kk ' M20 + 4.8M21/2 −
2
3
Xbδk3 , (14)
whereas for the SU(2) doublet sleptons we have
(m˜2L)kk 'M20 + 0.52M21/2 −
1
3
Xτδk3 . (15)
In the latter case theM1/2 coefficient is about an order of
magnitude smaller. When including the RPV effects, a
one-step integration for the slepton soft-breaking masses
is not sensible. This is because the λ′ coupling increases
by a factor of ∼ 3 when running from the high to the
low scale, see, e.g., Ref. [93], thus requiring a numerical
treatment.3
As the D-term contributions to the sparticle masses
slightly suppress mν˜ w.r.t. m˜`
L
, only the sneutrino can
become the LSP for large λ′ijk and i = 1, 2. For i = 3 the
effect of the left-right-mixing in the stau sector reduces
the lightest stau mass below mν˜τ . The non-neutralino
LSP candidates for the large-λ′ scenario are thus ν˜e, ν˜µ
and τ˜1, where the latter is mainly a τ˜L, unlike τ˜R within
RPC models. However, the parameter space for a λ′-
induced non-neutralino and non-stau LSP is small be-
cause of (i) the already comparably large m˜2L from the
RPC RGEs alone and (ii) the smaller effect of a large A0
when compared with the λijk 6= 0 case.
In Fig. 3, as an example we show the nature of the LSP
in theM0–M1/2 plane for the case λ′233|MX = 0.08, where
tanβ = 10 and A0 = −2.8TeV. The gray contours denote
the LSP iso-mass curves. In the gray shaded region at
the bottom the Higgs mass is too small [79, 80]. Here
and in the following figures, all shown regions satisfy the
bounds on single RPV couplings as given in Appendix A.
3 We found large discrepancies between the full treatment and the
approximate one-step integration. This is also the case using the
approximations in Refs. [69, 94].
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FIG. 3: Regions in the M0–M1/2 plane with different LSPs
for λ′233|MX = 0.08. The other parameters are tanβ = 10 and
A0 = −2.8 TeV. The gray contours are LSP iso-mass curves,
which are labeled in black for the different LSP regions. In
most of the ν˜µ LSP region, the NLSP is the smuon. The gray
shaded region corresponds to a too small Higgs mass below
122 GeV. Using the scale on the right, the color regions show
the mass difference mNLSP −mLSP in GeV.
The color scale on the right is given in GeV and denotes
the mass difference mNLSP − mLSP. The LSP name is
given in black and the boundary of the mass cross over
is shown in beige. For large M0 the lightest neutralino
is the LSP. For M0 . 350GeV and M1/2 & 980GeV, τ˜1
is the LSP. Only in the small remaining region is a ν˜τ -
LSP obtained. The white region in the lower left corner
results in tachyons.
4. Large λ′′ijk
The constraints on the λ′′ couplings, cf. Tab. XIII,
are typically rather loose, leaving more room to have
strong RPV effects on the RGE squark running. An
exception are the strong bounds on λ′′112,113, cf. Ap-
pendix A. Therefore the only possibility with an operator
solely coupled to the 1st and/or 2nd generation squarks is
λ′′212. In Fig. 4 we show as an example the LSP nature for
the case λ′′212|MX = 0.5 in the M0–tanβ plane. This is to
also show the tanβ dependence of the LSP nature for the
case of two particle species (χ˜01 and s˜R, d˜R) whose mass is
largely independent of tanβ, and the lightest stau, whose
mass depends strongly on tanβ. The other parameters
are M1/2 = 1 TeV and A0 = −3.3 TeV. Here, for large
M1/2, the d˜R and s˜R are almost degenerate and can be
the joint LSPs. In the figure we have disregarded the s˜R–
d˜R mass-splitting, as it is below 1 GeV. Throughout the
figure the neutralino and gluino masses do not vary signif-
icantly asM1/2 is fixed. Their masses aremχ˜01 ' 430 GeV
and mg˜ ' 2.2 TeV. The remaining labels are as in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 4: Different LSPs in the M0–tanβ plane for λ′′212|MX =
0.5. The other parameters are M1/2 = 1 TeV and A0 =
−3.3 TeV. The white region in the upper left corner corre-
sponds to a tachyonic stau and/or squarks. The other labels
are as in Fig. 3.
In the center of the figure we have a large s˜R/d˜R-LSP re-
gion. To the right, for large values of M0, we again have
a χ˜01-LSP. In the far upper left corner the white area in-
dicates a tachyonic stau and/or squarks. Just below that
is a small region with a τ˜ -LSP. In the λ′′212-scenario the
charm-squarks, in turn, cannot become the LSP because
of their slightly heavier soft-breaking masses at the low
scale, m˜2U − m˜2D ' 0.05M21/2 [89, 90, 92].
For λ′′ij3, i 6= 3 the b˜R couples directly to the leading
RPV operator, allowing for a sbottom LSP. We always
have mb˜R < mu˜i=1,2 , md˜i=1,2 due to the larger RPC bot-
tom Yukawa coupling.
Similarly for λ′′3jk, we can only get a stop LSP as a
novel scenario, even for k = 3, as the RPC top-Yukawa
dominates. To demonstrate this, we show in Fig. 5 the
LSP nature in the A0–tanβ plane, for the case λ′′323|MX =
0.5. The other parameters are fixed as M0 = 600GeV
andM1/2 = 1200GeV. This results in a gluino mass fixed
around mg˜ ' 2.6TeV and a lightest neutralino mass of
about mχ˜01 ' 520GeV. The labelling is otherwise as in
Fig. 3. Note the scaling of the x-axis is fairly fine. Besides
the usual χ˜01- and τ˜ -LSP regions we have an extended
t˜R-LSP region for A0 . −2.65TeV. No b˜-LSP region is
obtained.
C. Summarizing the LSP Scenarios
In Tab. II we summarize all possible LSP scenarios
we have found, stating the required (large) RPV cou-
pling, as appropriate. This is the first main result of
this paper. For small values of Λ6Rp  1 we reproduce
the results of the RPC–CMSSM, i.e. large regions of pa-
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FIG. 5: Regions in the A0-tanβ plane with different LSPs for
λ′′323|MX = 0.5. The other parameters are M0 = 0.6 TeV and
M1/2 = 1.2 TeV. In the top left white region the staus become
tachyonic. As in Fig. 4, the neutralino and gluino masses
do not vary significantly as M1/2 is fixed. Their masses are
mχ˜01
' 520 GeV and mg˜ ' 2.6 TeV. The other labels are as
in Fig. 3.
rameter space give a neutralino LSP. However significant
regions of parameter space result in a stau LSP, which is
predominantly a right-handed stau. This occurs for small
values of M0 and moderate to large values of M1/2. In
Fig. 2 we show as an example regions of parameter space
with a stau LSP. Both the neutralino and the stau LSP
scenarios are special, in the sense that any R-parity vi-
olating operator can be dominant. When discussing the
phenomenology at the LHC, we thus in principle have to
consider all 45 different possibilities for a dominant RPV
operator. We do this for the neutralino in Sec. III, and
for the stau in Sec. IV. The other LSP cases for large
couplings are discussed in Sec. V.
D. RGE-Induced Operators
Once lepton (baryon) number is violated by a non-zero
Λ 6Rp |MX , other lepton (baryon) number-violating oper-
ators Λind6Rp 6= 0 are induced at MW via RGE effects.
This occurs via diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 6.
The explicit RGEs for λ and λ′ are, for instance, given
in Ref. [93]. These RGE-generated operators are typi-
cally phenomenologically irrelevant as they are loop sup-
pressed and Λind6Rp  Λ 6Rp . However, they become relevant
once new decay channels open which would otherwise be
absent [34, 95, 96].
Consider a stau LSP and a single non-zero RPV cou-
pling λ′ijk with i 6= 3. Then at tree-level the τ˜1 cannot
decay directly to an R-parity even two-body final state
LSP Required Couplings
χ˜01 Λ6Rp  1 or large M0
τ˜1 Λ6Rp  1, small M0 and large M1/2
τ˜1 λij3 (dominantly τ˜R), λ′3jk (τ˜L)
e˜R λij1
µ˜R λij2
ν˜e λ
′
1jk , {j, k} 6= {1, 1}‡
ν˜µ λ
′
2jk
s˜R, d˜R λ
′′
212 (degenerate LSPs)
b˜1 λ
′′
123, λ
′′
213, λ
′′
223
‡ (dominantly b˜R)
t˜1 λ
′′
3jk (dominantly t˜R)
TABLE II: Summary of the various LSP scenarios in the Λ6Rp–
CMSSM as a function of the dominant necessary RPV cou-
pling at MX .‡ Note that the couplings on the right column
are required but their presence is not necessarily sufficient
to get the corresponding LSP. The couplings λ′111, λ′′112 and
λ′′113 are too constrained to produce an LSP of that kind, see
Tab. XIII.
but rather decays via the chain
τ˜1 →
{
τ + χ˜0 (∗) → τ + (`iujdk, νidjdk) ,
ντ + χ˜
± (∗) → ντ + (`idjdk, νiujdk) ,
(16)
to a four-body final state. Here we have neglected charge-
conjugations and assumed the chargino to be dominantly
wino. X(∗) indicates that the respective particle X need
not necessarily be on–shell. There is also a similar sce-
nario for λijk with {i, j, k} 6= 3.
However, through RGE running, in both cases the cou-
plings λ(′)ijk|MX generate a non-zero λi33|MW , enabling the
two-body decays τ˜ → `iντ/τνi. The RGEs for this case
read
16pi2
d
dt
λi33 = λi33
[
− 9
5
g21 − 3g22 + 4(Ye)233
]
(17)
+ 3λ′ijk(Ye)33(Yd)jk + λijk(Ye)33(Ye)jk .
The RGE-induced RPV operators scale as a function of
the down-type Yukawas, which are themselves a function
of tanβ. This means that the size of tanβ has a strong
effect on the relative magnitude of the initial and the
induced coupling and thus on the branching ratio of a
stau LSP into four- and two-body final states. This is
depicted in Fig. 7 where we show various stau LSP decay
branching ratios as a function of tanβ, assuming a non-
zero Λ6Rp = λ′211 = 0.07 at MX . In solid black and blue
we show the two four-body decays via the neutralino,
corresponding to the top line in Eq. (16), respectively.
Note that the two actually differ, unlike the assump-
tions in many experimental analyses, cf. Sec. III. The
solid lavender curve shows the negligible decay via the
chargino, corresponding to the second line in Eq. (16).
8Hd
D¯k
Qj
Li
E¯3
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λ′ijk
(Yd)jk
(Ye)33
Hd
E¯k
Lj
Li
E¯3
L3
λijk
(Ye)jk
(Ye)33
FIG. 6: Superfield Feynman diagrams corresponding to the one-loop RGE-induced λi33 operators. The diagrams assuming
non-zero λ′ijk and λijk are shown on the left- and right-hand side respectively.
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FIG. 7: Branching ratios of the decaying τ˜ LSP as a function
of tanβ using λ′211|GUT = 0.07 as well as M0 = 0.2 TeV,
M1/2 = 1 TeV and A0 = −1.75 TeV. The solid black and blue
curves indicate the four-body decay via the neutralino. In
solid lavender we show the branching ratio for the four-body
decay via the chargino. The dashed red curve denotes the
branching ratio for the two-body decay via the RGE-induced
coupling λ233.
The dashed red curve shows the branching ratio for the
RGE-generated two-body decay via the operator λ233.
This becomes significant for tanβ > 16 and dominant
for tanβ & 18.
The four-body decay branching ratio τ˜ → τµ + 2 jets
for λ′211|MX = 0.07 is shown in the left plot of Fig. 8 as
a function of tanβ and A0. For A0 ' −2300GeV, at the
finger shaped region, there is a small resonance in the
partial width τ˜ → τµ + 2j. This occurs due to a level-
crossing in the mixing between the left- and right-handed
gauge eigenstates of the staus as |A0| increases. Subse-
quently, the largest branching ratio occurs where the stau
left-right mixing is maximal as the RPV operator LQ¯D¯
involves only left-handed sleptons. One should note that
this level crossing only appears as a result of the large
RPV coupling. For smaller RPV couplings, the right
smuon is always the lighter one. However, for the rela-
tively large RPV value used in Fig. 8, the RGE effects
of this coupling in conjunction with A0 drive the left-
handed slepton soft-mass towards smaller values, leading
to a level-crossing at a particular value of A0. Once again,
the gray parameter region is excluded as the Higgs mass
is too small.
If we consider the analogous scenario for λ′222|MX =
0.07 instead of λ′211, shown in the left plot of Fig. 8, the
partial widths of the four-body decays do not change. On
the other hand the RGE-induced coupling λ233 is larger
because of the significantly larger strange-quark Yukawa
coupling (Yd)22  (Yd)11. Therefore the corresponding
two-body partial width is much larger. For a more de-
tailed discussion of the effect of the RGE-induced oper-
ators and the impact of four-body decays, we refer to
Ref. [93].
III. LHC COVERAGE OF RPV-INDUCED
NEUTRALINO LSP DECAY SCENARIOS
As we saw in the previous section, throughout wide
ranges of the RPV–CMSSM parameter space, and in par-
ticular for Λ 6Rp  1, the LSP is given by the lightest neu-
tralino. We first discuss in this section the decay lifetime
of the neutralino, to see what ranges of parameter space
we probe when restricting ourselves to prompt decays.
We then discuss in detail the LHC final state signatures,
depending on the dominant RPV operator at MX , and
their coverage by existing LHC searches.
A. Neutralino Lifetime
For a given dominant RPV operator, if kinematically
allowed, the neutralino LSP will decay via a three-body
mode to the R-parity even particles of the operator, e.g.
LiLjE¯k : χ˜
0
1 → {`−i νj`+k , νi`−j `+k }+ c.c. (18)
Note that in R-parity violating models the neutralino
LSP can in principle be very light or even massless [97–
100]. A very light neutralino would decay for example as
χ˜01 → γνi,j via LiLjE¯i or LiQjD¯j operators. However,
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FIG. 8: Branching ratios of the stau four-body decay τ˜ → τµjj as a function of A0 and tanβ using λ′211|MX = 0.07 (left)
and λ′222|MX = 0.07 (right). The other parameter values are M0 = 0.2 TeV and M1/2 = 1 TeV. The gray parameter space is
excluded due to a too light Higgs mass, whereas the white upper-left corner features a tachyonic stau.
neutralino masses below ∼ 50GeV [101] only arise with
non-universal gaugino masses at the unification scale,
which is outside of the RPV–CMSSM which we inves-
tigate here. Thus we shall only consider the three-body
neutralino decay modes for the χ˜01-LSP.
Here we are interested in the effects of the R-parity
violating neutralino decay on LHC physics. In this paper
we restrict ourselves to neutralinos decaying promptly in
the detector, i.e.
cτχ˜01 . 10
−4 m . (19)
We shall consider the long-lived case with detached ver-
tices
10−4 m < cτχ˜01 < 5 m , (20)
elsewhere.
As an example, for a pure photino the partial neu-
tralino decay width via L1Q2D¯1 is given by [102]
Γ(γ˜ → νesd¯) =
3αe2
d˜
λ′2121
128pi2
M5
χ˜01
M4
f˜
, Mχ˜01 Mf˜ , (21)
assuming the final state fermion masses are negligible.
f˜ represents the virtual squarks/sleptons in the propa-
gator of the decay, all assumed to be degenerate. The
neutralino lifetime is thus inversely proportional to the
R-parity violating coupling squared and depends sensi-
tively on the neutralino and the sfermion masses. In the
general case it depends on the neutralino admixture [103].
In Fig. 9 we show in the Λ 6Rp–CMSSM, for fixed
Λ6Rp = 5·10−5 at the unification scale, how the neutralino
decay length cτ (color scale on the right) depends on M0
and M1/2 for the cases Λ6Rp = λ123 (upper-left panel),
λ′′112 (lower-left panel) and λ′′323 (lower-right panel), re-
spectively. We also show the A0, tanβ dependence of
the decay length for λ123 in the upper-right panel. In the
upper-left panel, we see that we get decay lengths rang-
ing from 10 cm, which is readily observable as a detached
vertex, down to 1 µm.
Besides being proportional to the R-parity violating
coupling squared, as we see in Eq. (21), the decay width
scales as the fifth power of the neutralino mass, which
is strongly connected to M1/2, and the fourth inverse
power of the scalar fermion propagator mass, which is
not only strongly correlated with M0, but also depends
on M1/2 via the RGEs. When comparing the top left
with the lower panels in Fig. 9, we see that the lifetime
can be quite different for equally sized Λ6Rp at the unifi-
cation scale. λ′′ is almost a factor three larger than λ at
the low-scale, due to the RGEs. However for λ the slep-
ton masses in the propagator are much lighter than the
squark masses for λ′′. The propagator effect dominates,
as Γ ∝ (λ(′′))2M−4
f˜
. Furthermore, when comparing the
M1/2 dependence for Λ6Rp = λ versus Λ 6Rp = λ′′, there is
a much slower decrease of cτ with increasingM1/2 for the
λ′′ scenarios, since the squark masses also increase with
M1/2. In the lower panels we also see a marked differ-
ence in the decay lengths for the two couplings, λ′′323 and
λ′′122. For λ′′323 the final state top quark leads to a phase
space suppression ifM1/2 and thereforemχ˜01 is small. For
larger M1/2 as well as large M0 (corresponding to large
|A0| in the setup at hand), a lighter virtual top squark,
in comparison to the first-/second-generation squarks, is
more important. This lighter top squark leads to smaller
decay lengths for λ′′323 compared to λ′′121 in these regions.
When mχ˜01 < mt + mb (not shown in the figure),
the three body decay χ˜01 → tbs is kinematically forbid-
den. We found that the corresponding four-body decay
χ˜01 → t(∗)bs→ (bW+)bs can be prompt for λ′′323 ∼ O(0.1)
and mt +mb −mχ˜01 . 10 GeV. In addition, CKM-effects
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FIG. 9: Decay length cτ of the lightest neutralino for Λ 6Rp = 5 · 10−5 at the GUT-scale as a function of {M0,M1/2} using
tanβ = 10 and A0 = −2 TeV (left upper panel) or {A0, tanβ} using M0 = 1.5 TeV and M1/2 = 1 TeV (right upper panel).
For both upper panels: Λ6Rp = λ123 = −λ213. The parameter space in the gray shaded region is excluded due to a too
small Higgs mass. In the upper left corner of the figure, the τ˜ is the LSP, so that the two-body decay χ˜01 → τ τ˜1 is possible,
therefore drastically increasing the neutralino width. For the lower figures, we have used Λ6Rp = λ
′′
112 = −λ′′121 (left) and
Λ6Rp = λ
′′
323 = −λ′′332 (right).
in the RGE evolution of the λ′′ coupling lead to a nonzero
λ′′223 at the scale of the decaying particle and therefore
open the alternate three-body decay χ˜01 → cbs. However,
we found the 4-body decay remains the dominant chan-
nel.4 The RGE-generated coupling is loop suppressed
and thus if only the decay χ˜01 → cbs is kinematically
accessible, the lightest neutralino is stable on detector
scales. Note, however, that a neutralino as light as a
top quark or lighter requires M1/2 . 410 GeV, resulting
in mg˜ . 1 TeV, and can therefore be safely regarded as
excluded, as we see below.
4 The numerical details depend on assumptions where the CKM
mixing takes place [104, 105].
B. Neutralino LSP Decay via an LLE¯ Operator
In the case of LLE¯ operators, the neutralino decays to
two charged leptons and a neutrino, cf. Eq. (18). At the
LHC with the pair or associated production of squarks
and/or gluinos, we expect cascade decays to two neu-
tralinos. Such a process would therefore contain at least
four charged leptons and some jets in the final state. The
possible flavor and charged combinations depend on the
dominant operator.5 We have summarized the charged
lepton part of the leading order final state signatures in
Table III. These are always accompanied by (at least)
two neutrinos, resulting in additional missing transverse
5 As discussed above, for example an operator L1L2E¯1 can gener-
ate at 1-loop L2QjD¯k operators. The corresponding neutralino
decay branching ratios are however suppressed, as there is no
kinematic or other suppression of the leading operators.
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Scenario Charged Lepton Signatures RPV Operators
Ia e+e−e+e− λ121,131
Ib µ+µ−µ+µ− λ122,232
Ic τ+τ−τ+τ− λ133,233
Id e+e−e±µ∓ λ121
Ie e+e−e±τ∓ λ131
If µ+µ−µ±e∓ λ122
Ig µ+µ−µ±τ∓ λ232
Ih τ+τ−τ±e∓ λ133
Ii τ+τ−τ±µ∓ λ233
Ij e+µ−e±µ∓ λ121,231,122,132
Ik e+τ−e±τ∓ λ131,231,123,133
I` µ+τ−µ±τ∓ λ132,232,123,233
Im e−τ+µ±τ∓ λ123
In e−µ+τ±µ∓ λ132
Io e−µ+e±τ∓ λ231
TABLE III: Possible charged lepton final states in the LLE¯
case for a pair of LSP neutralinos resulting from the cascade
decays of pair/associated produced SUSY particles. In each
case, if distinct, the charged conjugate final state is also pos-
sible. The various charge combinations have equal branching
ratios, due to the Majorana nature of the χ˜01-LSP. All final
states are accompanied by (at least) two neutrinos typically
leading to some missing transverse momentum.
momentum in the signature.
As can be seen, for each dominant RPV operator,
we can get SFOS (same flavor, opposite sign) lepton
pairs. In all cases we can also get SFSS (same flavor,
same sign) lepton pairs. This includes the somewhat ex-
otic signatures (Im) τ−τ−e+µ+, (In) µ−µ−e+τ+, and
(Io) e−e−µ+τ+. For each dominant operator one should
check which final state leads to the optimal experimen-
tal sensitivity. In the case of a discovery, we see that
each operator has two alternate channels, with definitive
branching ratios, which should give a good experimental
cross check.
Both ATLAS [106–108] and CMS [109–111] have searched
for supersymmetry with RPV in four lepton events. Typ-
ically they have investigated simplified models where the
supersymmetric particles are pair-produced and then di-
rectly decay to the neutralino LSP. The latter decays to
a 3-body final state via the dominant RPV operator. We
thus have the simplest cascades for the various produced
supersymmetric particles
χ˜±1 → W±χ˜01
˜`± → `±χ˜01
ν˜ → νχ˜01
q˜ → qχ˜01
g˜ → qq¯χ˜01

and χ˜01 → `±`∓ν . (22)
The best resulting bounds with the appropriate reference
are given in Tab. IV together with the couplings probed
by the given experiments. We see that for each type of
supersymmetric particle only a small subset of couplings
has explicitly been probed. We note however, that the
analysis considering the chargino limit, which looks for
Ne,µ ≥ 4 (here Ne,µ refers to the number of first two gen-
eration charged leptons), can easily be extended to the
operators λ131,132,231,232 by computing the appropriate
branching ratios of the neutralino decays and adjusting
the signal rate accordingly. This holds for all searches
focusing on (e±, µ±).
Similarly in the case of the squark and gluino lim-
its from Ref. [112], CMS searched for separate signatures
with: a) Ne,µ = 4, b) Ne,µ = 2, Nτ = 2, and c) Nτ = 4.
As we can see from Tab. III, this also covers the six op-
erators not explicitly listed in the analysis. Thus again,
adjusting the neutralino decay branching ratios allows, in
this case, for complete coverage of all possible scenarios,
when employing this existing search.
In Ref. [107], ATLAS designed three signal regions
specifically for LLE¯ RPV searches
(Ne,µ, Nτ , 6ET [GeV]) =

(i) (≥ 4,≥ 0,≥ 75) ,
(ii) (= 3,≥ 1,≥ 100) ,
(iii) (= 2,≥ 2,≥ 100) .
(23)
Here, 6ET [GeV] gives the missing transverse energy in
GeV. ATLAS always employed SFOS signatures. They
also considered several simplified models with chargino,
slepton, sneutrino or gluino pair production, respectively,
followed by the decays as in Eq. (22). This resulted
in several of the bounds listed in Tab. IV. Comparing
Eq. (23) with Tab. III we see that these searches cover all
possible scenarios. Thus, again possibly adjusting for the
decay branching ratios of the neutralinos, these searches
can be employed to constrain all RPV LLE¯ models.
Employing Refs. [107, 112] we see that at least at the
level of simplified models the neutralino LSP model with
a dominant LiLjE¯k operator has been tested at the LHC,
setting lower mass bounds. When going to the full Λ 6Rp–
CMSSM we expect these bounds to be weaker, as the
rates will be degraded through additional decay modes.
However, several distinct decay chains will contribute to
a signal rate, possibly compensating the above degra-
dation. In Sec. VI we set bounds on the Λ6Rp–CMSSM
parameter space using the LHC searches which have
been implemented in the program CheckMATE [63, 64],
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Particle Lower Bound [GeV] LLE¯ Coupling Simplified Model Comment Reference
χ˜01 900 (740) λ122 (λ123,233) mχ˜±1 = mχ˜01 + 1GeV Wino production [110]
χ˜01 900 (560) [260] λ122 (λ123) [λ233] mχ˜±1 = mχ˜01 + 1GeV Higgsino production [110]
χ˜±1 up to 750 (470) λ121 (λ133) χ˜
±
1 →W±χ˜01 W˜−W˜+ production [56]
χ˜±1 up to 1100 λ121,122 χ˜
±
1 →W±χ˜01 13TeV update of [56] [113]
˜`±
L 500 (425) λ121,122 (λ133,233) ˜`
± → `±χ˜01 N` ≥ 4, 8TeV [107]
˜`±
R 425 (325) λ121,122 (λ133,233) ˜`
± → `±χ˜01 N` ≥ 4, 8TeV [107]
ν˜L 450 λ121,122 ν˜ → νχ˜01 N` ≥ 4, 8TeV [107]
q˜ 1850 (1750) [1600] λ122 (λ123) [λ233] q˜ → qχ˜01 N` ≥ 3, 8TeV [112]
t˜R 950 (900) [900] λ122 (λ123) [λ233] t˜R → tχ˜01 mχ˜01 = 300GeV in [112] [110, 112, 114]
g˜ 1450 (1270) [1200] {1050} λ121,122 (λ123) [λ233] {λ133} g˜ → qq¯χ˜01 N` ≥ 3, 8 TeV [107, 112]
TABLE IV: Best limits in RPV searches using simplified models and LLE¯ operators. The pair-produced SUSY particles are
assumed to decay down to the neutralino LSP which itself always decays as χ˜01 → `±i `∓k νj , `±j `∓k νi, for LiLjE¯k. The bounds
are only estimates, as they have been read off the relevant plots. The first column shows the particle on which a bound is set.
The second and third columns show the lower mass bounds and the LLE¯ operator which has been assumed for the respective
scenario.
but which have not necessarily been designed for RPV
searches. We note that a fit similar to [22] could possibly
exclude these models, even though the dark matter con-
straint does not apply. In Sec. VIII we give the explicit
resulting lower mass bounds for the individual supersym-
metric particles.
ATLAS has performed an RPV–mSUGRA/CMSSM
search [107] for the fixed parameters M0 = A0 = 0 ex-
cluding M1/2 < 800GeV. This corresponds roughly to a
gluino mass of 1.8 TeV. CMS has also performed an RPV–
CMSSM analysis using 9.2 fb−1 of data at
√
8TeV for the
specific coupling λ122 [112]. They obtain a lower bound
of M1/2 & 1200GeV for M0 = 1000GeV, tanβ = 40
and A0 = 0. This corresponds roughly to a lower gluino
mass bound of 2.6TeV, and a lower squark mass bound
of 1.9TeV, at this benchmark point.
We also note that in scenarios Ij-I`, we have with equal
rates the special signatures SFSS-SF’SS, i.e. for two dis-
tinct lepton flavors they have same flavor, same sign.
These should have an even lower background and in par-
ticular for the τ scenarios could lead to improved bounds.
The special case of stop pair production followed by
the cascade decay to neutralinos which then decay via
LLE¯ operators was also investigated in Ref. [112]. In
Ref. [110, 115], simplified models of squark, gluino and
stop pair production have been considered. For not too
light neutralino masses they obtain lower mass bounds of
about 1750 GeV for the squarks, 1500 GeV for the gluinos
and 950 GeV for the top squark, when considering λ122.
Similar results are obtained for λ121.
In addition to colored production, the electroweak pro-
duction of wino- or higgsino-like neutralinos has been
considered [110]. In Ref. [56], the pair-production of
wino-like charginos is considered. It is assumed that
the charginos are the NLSPs which decay to Wχ˜01. The
results are then interpreted in terms of λ121 6= 0 and
λ133 6= 0, with the chargino mass bound depending on
the mass difference mχ˜±1 − mχ˜01 . The respective lower
mass bounds range up to 750GeV for λ121 and 470GeV
for λ133. The analysis has been updated using 13TeV
data [113], yielding bounds which range up to 1140GeV,
when considering λ12a 6= 0, a = 1, 2.
However, in a realistic model, a wino-like chargino is
accompanied by a wino-like neutralino. The relevant as-
sociated production pp→ χ˜0χ˜± has a larger cross-section
than both the neutralino or chargino pair-production
alone. This has been taken into account in Ref. [110]
where wino- and higgsino-LSPs are treated separately in
a simplified model setup, always assuming the associ-
ated chargino state to be ∼ 1 GeV heavier. However,
it is further assumed that the bino is sufficiently heavy
to play no role in either the production or decay. The
resulting bounds for winos are about 900 GeV for λ122
and 740 GeV for both λ123 and λ233. For a higgsino-like
neutralino LSP the range of the bounds is much larger,
constraining the mass below 260 − 900 GeV, where the
strongest bound is obtained for λ122 and the weakest one
for λ233.
In Sec. VIB 2, we will compare this simplified model
approach directly with the bounds we obtain for a more
realistic scenario with CMSSM boundary conditions. In
that case, the bino is always the LSP whose production
cross section is, however, negligible compared to the wino
and higgsino production. This results in a decay of the
produced wino/higgino state down to a bino first which
then itself decays via the LLE¯-operator-induced three-
body decay. We will see that, using the search strat-
egy of Ref. [56] and also taking into account electroweak
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Scenario Signature LQD¯ Operator
IIa [`+a `±a , `+a 6ET ] 4j λ′abc
IIb [`+a `±a , `+a 6ET ] 2b 2j λ′ab3
IIc [`+a `±a t¯
(−)
t , `+a t¯ b 6ET ] 2j λ′a3c
IId [`+a `±a t¯
(−)
t , `+a t¯ b 6ET ] 2b λ′a33
IIe [τ+τ±, τ+ 6ET ] 4j λ′3bc
IIf [τ+τ±, τ+ 6ET ] 2b 2j λ′3b3
IIg [τ+τ±t¯
(−)
t , τ+t¯ b 6ET ] 2j λ′33c
IIh [τ+τ±t¯
(−)
t , τ+t¯ b 6ET ] 2b λ′333
IIi 4j 6ET λ′abc, λ′3bc
IIj 2b 2j 6ET λ′ab3, λ′3b3, λ′a3c, λ′33c
IIk 4b 6ET λ′a33, λ′333
TABLE V: Possible final states in the LQD¯ case for a pair
of neutralino LSPs decaying via the same operator. There
will be further accompanying particles from the cascade de-
cay of the originally produced particles, e.g. for squark pair-
production q˜q˜∗ → qq¯χ˜01χ˜01, giving two extra jets. ` denotes
a charged lepton and the indices a, b, c = 1, 2 denote leptons
or quarks from the first or second generation. We have sep-
arated out the signatures with no charged lepton. For each
listed signature there is a corresponding charge-conjugate sig-
nature due to the Majorana nature of the neutralino.
neutralino-chargino production, we can improve upon the
bounds which have been obtained in Ref. [56].
C. Neutralino LSP Decay via an LQD¯ Operator
At leading order a neutralino decays via an LQD¯ op-
erator to one lepton and two jets:
LiQjD¯k : χ˜
0
1 → {`−i uj d¯k, νidj d¯k}+ c.c. (24)
When discussing the decay signatures in the following
‘j ’ shall denote a first- or second-generation quark jet,
and ‘`’ a first or second generation charged lepton. Top,
bottom and tau are treated separately, as they can be
identified by tagging-algorithms. The neutrino in the fi-
nal state leads to missing transverse energy, 6ET . When
collectively describing states: a, b, c = 1, 2 denote the
first two generations and i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 refer to all three
generations.
The possible signatures arising from the decay of a pair
of neutralinos together with the couplings they probe are
summarized in Tab. V. Here we assume that squarks or
gluinos are pair-produced at the collider and cascade-
decay to two neutralino LSPs. We see that we obtain at
most two charged leptons, as well as various combinations
of jets, b-, t-quarks, τ -leptons and 6ET , depending on the
dominant coupling.
In the simplified models considered by the experimen-
tal collaborations, the gluinos or squarks cascade-decay
as in Eq. (22), however with the neutralino decay re-
placed by that in Eq. (24). Thus in order to obtain the
total signature, those in Tab. V should be supplemented
by 4 (2) jets in the case of gluino (squark) pair produc-
tion. For example, for the dominant coupling λ′123, cases
IIb and IIj, assuming squark pair production we obtain
the signatures:
q˜q˜∗ + IIb : [`+a `
±
a , `
+
a 6ET ] 2b 4j , (25)
q˜q˜∗ + IIj : 2b 4j 6ET . (26)
A promising signature would then be two same-sign
charged leptons, and two b-jets. This has been searched
for in Ref. [116] yielding
mq˜ ≥ 1160 (1360) GeV, mχ˜01 = 0.5 (0.9)mq˜ . (27)
Note that Ref. [116] assumed BR(χ˜01 → τ± + 2j) = 0.5,
with the remaining 50% being decays to neutrinos and
two jets. Even in these simplified models this is not true
in general, as we saw in Fig. 7. The exact number de-
pends on the admixture of the neutralino LSP [103], as
well as on the masses of the involved off-shell stau and
sneutrino propagators.
In Tab. V we see that each coupling leads to three
distinct signatures, modulo lepton charge assignments.
In the case of a discovery these should be cross-checked
against each other. Presently, the most sensitive mode
should be chosen, most likely same-sign di-leptons, to-
gether with possible b-quarks for λ′ij3.
A summary of the experimental lower mass bounds on
the supersymmetric particles for a given dominant cou-
pling is given in Tab. VI. For squarks we have lower mass
bounds ranging from about 1 to 1.4 TeV. In one special
case for light gluino masses there is a bound of 2 TeV.
The lower gluino mass bounds are similar, ranging from
about 1 to 1.3 TeV, with some stricter bounds achieved in
special scenarios with light squarks or heavy neutralino
LSPs. The pair-production cross section of neutralino
LSPs is typically much smaller than for squarks and
gluinos resulting in the correspondingly weaker lower lim-
its ranging from 500 to 720 GeV. Unlike the LLE¯ case
there are no RPV searches for charginos or sleptons here.
In the last three lines of the table we have included lower
limits on the top squark, which in the case at hand decays
via a chargino instead of a neutralino while the chargino
decays to a charged lepton and two jets. The lower mass
bounds range from 580 GeV to 1100 GeV depending on
the flavor of the charged lepton and the jets. This decay
is not in the spirit of this section, but we considered it
similar enough to include, as the neutralino decay could
be blocked by the heavy top quark.
Regarding the coverage of the LQD¯ R-parity violat-
ing signatures by explicit R-parity violating searches, we
see that Ref. [116] focused on leptons plus jets signatures.
They consider τ leptons and b quarks, but explicitly omit
top quarks, and also do not consider the neutrino 6ET
cases. They thus cover the signatures IIa, IIb, IIe, and
IIf. Comparing with Tab. VI we see that [116] covers a
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Particle Lower Bound [GeV] LQD¯ Coupling Simplified Model Comment Reference
χ˜01 720 (620) [660] {500} λ′131 (λ′131) [λ′233] {λ′233} tanβ = 2 (40) [2] {40} [110]
µ˜ 440 (825) [1290] λ′211 =0.003 (0.01) [0.04] µ˜→ µχ˜01 res. µ˜ prod, mχ˜01 = 200GeV [117]
q˜ 1160 (1090) [1065] λ′abc,ab3 (λ
′
3bc) [λ
′
3b3] q˜ → qχ˜01 mχ˜01 = 0.5mq˜ [116]
1315 (1360) [1225] {1215} λ′abc (λ
′
ab3) [λ
′
3bc] {λ
′
3b3} mχ˜01 = 0.9mq˜ [116]
1310 (1400) [2000] λ′23c,233 mg˜ . 2000 (1500) [1000]GeV [112]
g˜ 1010 (970) [1070] {1050} λ′abc (λ
′
ab3) [λ
′
3bc] {λ
′
3b3} g˜ → qq¯χ˜01 mχ˜01 = 0.1mg˜ [116]
1135 (1085) [1220] λ′abc (λ
′
ab3) [λ
′
3bc,3b3] mχ˜01 = 0.5mg˜ [116]
1285 (1260) [1200] λ′abc (λ
′
ab3) [λ
′
3bc,3b3] mχ˜01 = 0.9mg˜ [116]
2000 (1500) [1000] λ′23c,233 mq˜ . 1310 (1400) [2000]GeV [112]
1520 (1770) [1820] λ′abc mχ˜01 = 100 (500) [890]GeV [118] [119]
t˜ 890 (1000) λ′1bc (λ
′
2bc) t˜→ b(`+2j)χ˜+1 mχ˜+1 = 100GeV [120]
580 λ′3bc t˜→ b(τ+2j)χ˜+1 mχ˜+1 = 100GeV [121]
710 (860) λ′132 (λ′232) t˜→ 2b(`+j)χ˜+1 mχ˜+1 = mt˜ − (100GeV) [122]
TABLE VI: Best limits in RPV searches using simplified models and LQD¯ operators. Here a, b, c ∈ {1, 2}. The pair-produced
supersymmetric particles are assumed to decay directly to the neutralino LSP. The bounds are only estimates, as they have
been read off the relevant plots. The neutralino LSP always decays as χ˜01 → (`−i uj d¯k, νidj d¯k) + c.c. for LiQjD¯k. We have
included the analysis of a scalar top decaying via a chargino and not the neutralino LSP in the last line, since it is similar. The
neutralino decay can be blocked due to the heavy top quark. The search in Ref. [112] allows for simultaneously non-decoupled
squarks and gluinos. In Ref. [114] CMS was able for a given mχ˜01 ∈ [200, 800]GeV to exclude a range of scalar top squark masses,
without a fixed lower bound. We have included the bound on the smuon mass, which is from a search for resonant production,
since it also decays via the neutralino LSP. Each mass bound is for a fixed value of the RPV coupling.
wide range of possible LQD¯ couplings, however it omits
the couplings λ′i3k, since in that case the charged leptons
are accompanied by a heavy top quark. Ref. [112] explic-
itly looked for the cases λ′23k, partially covering the sig-
natures IIc and IId. The signatures IIg-IIk either involve
charged leptons with top quarks, or have 6ET signatures
instead of the charged leptons. None of these have been
covered by explicit RPV searches at the LHC. In partic-
ular the couplings λ′33k have not been looked for. Note
that in Ref. [110], CMS did search for electroweak gaugino
production decaying via λ′331,333, however the sensitiv-
ity was insufficient to lead to any bound. In Ref. [116]
explicitly looked for τ ’s and b-quarks, giving specific sen-
sitivity to the cases λ′3jk and λ
′
ij3. However, they did not
look for top quarks together with charged leptons and
therefore explicitly omitted λ′i3j .
We make a special mention of Ref. [117], where CMS
analyzed resonant smuon production, with the smuon
decaying via the neutralino LSP [123, 124]. The pro-
duction cross section is proportional to the RPV cou-
pling squared and in order to get an appreciable rate re-
quires λ′211 & 0.003. The lower mass limit then depends
strongly on the assumed coupling value, as can be seen
in Tab. VI. We point out that CMS have interpreted this
search also in terms of the RPV–CMSSM.
We note that some of the signatures listed in Tab. V are
also covered by RPC searches. The first two scenarios,
IIa and IIb, involve only light leptons and jets, possibly
b-jets. They always include an option also with 6ET . The
scenarios IIi-k involve multijet events with missing trans-
verse momentum, but zero leptons. These correspond to
the standard RPC supersymmetry searches, see for in-
stance Refs. [125–127] for isolated leptons and jets, and
[128–132] for zero leptons and multijets accompanied by
missing energy. The signatures including a τ lepton, i.e.
IIe-IIh are in principle also covered by these multijet anal-
yses. In this case, a hadronically decaying tau lepton is
not explicitly tagged but handled as a hadronic object.
Thus the couplings λ′i3k have in principle been probed
via the scenarios IIi-IIk. The exact sensitivity will only
be known once the corresponding experimental searches
have been interpreted in terms of these RPV models.
All of the searches listed in Tab. VI, except the smuon
search, employ minimal or next-to-minimal simplified
models, with an intermediate neutralino LSP state in the
decay chain. Thus it is difficult to see how the bounds
in Tab. VI are modified in the case of realistic cascade
decay branching ratios, as for example in the CMSSM. In
Sec. VI, we shall use LHC analyses implemented in the
computer program CheckMATE to obtain realistic limits
on the parameters of the RPV–CMSSMmodels. We shall
see for example that the search of Ref. [128] which looks
for RPC as well as U¯D¯D¯-RPV is very sensitive to the sig-
natures arising from the λ′3ij operators within CMSSM
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Scenario Signature U¯D¯D¯ Operator
IIIa 6j λ′′a12
IIIb (2b)(4j) λ′′ab3
IIIc (2t)(4j) λ′′312
IIId (2t)(2b)(2j) λ′′3b3
TABLE VII: Possible final states in the U¯D¯D¯ case for a pair
of neutralino LSPs decaying via the same operator. There
will be further accompanying particles from the cascade de-
cay of the originally produced particles, e.g. for squark pair
production q˜q˜∗ → qq¯χ˜01χ˜01, giving two extra jets. The indices
a, b = 1, 2 denote quarks from the first or second generation.
boundary conditions. In Ref. [116], a re-interpretation of
the RPC searches of Refs. [125, 128, 129, 133] in terms of
lepton-number-violating SUSY is presented. The result-
ing lower bounds on the gluino mass are around 1 TeV,
for some cases similar limits are obtained for squark
masses. In a CMSSM context, the bounds are even
stronger as we see in Sec. VIII.
D. Neutralino LSP Decay via an U¯D¯D¯ Operator
If the RPV operator U¯iD¯jD¯k is non-zero, the neu-
tralino LSP decays via an intermediate squark to three
jets:
U¯iD¯jD¯k : χ˜
0
1 → uidjdk + c.c. (28)
Thus, for neutralino pair production we get six jets, pos-
sibly accompanied by further jets from intermediate cas-
cade decays. The detailed jet flavor listings are given in
Tab. VII. As we see, out of the six jets up to two can
be bottom quark jets and up to two can be top quarks.
Most searches for these scenarios are focused on multi-
jet events with different numbers of b-tags [57, 134–142].
Some analyses also account for leptons, which could arise
from leptonic top decays [110, 116, 141, 143–145]. The
top quarks are not necessarily produced via the RPV op-
erator but can originate from cascade decays, e.g. in stop
pair production.
In Tab. VIII we have collected the best LHC lower
mass bounds on the squark mass (treating the stop sep-
arately) and the gluino mass for various dominant cou-
plings. We see that most searches have been performed
for the case of gluino pair production. The mass bounds
range from 650 GeV up to 2400 GeV depending on the
scenario. For the case of a simplified model with only
a light gluino and a neutralino mass of mχ˜01 = 100GeV,
ATLAS obtained a lower bound of 840 GeV. The search
employed the “total jet mass of large-radius" [135]. Com-
pared to a jet-counting analysis, it was shown that this
technique allows for slightly higher sensitivity for light
jets, whereas the jet-counting analysis provides the bet-
ter bounds in the case of b-tagging requirements. The
strictest bound of 2400 GeV is achieved in a CMS search
for a simplified model which also contains kinematically
accessible squarks [112].
For squarks we found only one direct search [112] by
CMS. They utilized an extended simplified model involv-
ing accessible squarks, gluinos and the second neutralino
χ˜02. The pair production of SU(2) singlet squarks is con-
sidered, followed by the cascade decay via
q˜R → qχ˜02 → q[`+ ˜`(∗)−]→ q[`+(`−χ˜01)] . (29)
The intermediate sleptons need not be on-shell but can-
not be too heavy.
In the case of the stop we have an ATLAS search, which
also assumes an intermediate chargino [119], giving rise
to an additional decay mode. The resulting lower mass
bounds are of the order 1TeV.
The most pertinent question for us is how well the
U¯D¯D¯ models with a neutralino LSP are covered by
searches at the LHC. Looking at Tab. VIII we see that
the search from Ref. [57] in the last line seems to cover
all possible λ′′ijk. However, ATLAS here explicitly assumed
that all λ′′ijk 6= 0 simultaneously, with every coupling tak-
ing the same value. Thus the sensitivity of the search
could rely unduly on bottom quarks from λ′′ij3 and/or
from top quarks from λ′′3jk couplings. If we look at ex-
plicit searches based on the single coupling dominance
assumption, then we have gluino searches for λ′′112,212,213
[112, 118, 119, 138]. All such searches make additional
assumptions on the squark and/or neutralino masses. We
would expect the search for λ′′213 to be equally sensitive
to λ′′223. Similarly we would expect the λ′′213 search to
apply equally to λ′′113, provided mu˜,d˜ < mg˜, and to λ
′′
123,
provided mu˜,s˜ < mg˜. Thus for the case of gluino pro-
duction there is no coverage only of the three couplings
λ′′3jk. This should be performed by the LHC experimen-
tal groups. As we see from Tab. VII, the final states
involve either two top quarks and four jets or two top
quarks, two bottom quarks and two jets, plus of course
the accompanying jets from the cascade decay.
In Sec. VI, we also take into account dominant λ′′3jk
couplings in the context of CMSSM boundary conditions
and show that we can set bounds on this scenario using
multijet analyses as well as searches for same-sign lep-
tons. We do however expect a boost in discovery poten-
tial when designing a dedicated search for the signature
outlined above.
As we see in rows two and three of Tab. VIII, the
searches for top squarks cover at least two of these miss-
ing scenarios, namely λ′′3b3. Overall then the case λ
′′
312 is
missing for the scenarios considered here.
Once again, none of these models have been interpreted
in terms of the CMSSM, thus it is difficult to see how
realistic these mass bounds are. We shall come back to
this question in Sec. VI and with explicit mass bounds in
Sec. VIII.
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Particle Lower Bound [GeV] U¯D¯D¯ Coupling Simpl. Model Comment Reference
q˜ 1725 (1900) [2800] λ′′112 q˜R → j(``χ˜01)χ˜02 mg˜ ≤ 2400 (1500) [1200]GeV [112]
t˜ 950 (980) λ′′3b3 t˜→ tχ˜01,2/bχ˜+1 χ˜01 = H˜ (B˜), [119]
mχ˜01
= 300GeV
1090 (1260) λ′′3b3 t˜→ tχ˜01,2/bχ˜+1 χ˜01 = H˜ (B˜), [119]
mχ˜01
= 800GeV
g˜ 1200 (1500) [2400] λ′′112 g˜ → jj(``χ˜01)χ˜02 mq˜ ≤ 2800 (1900) [1725]GeV [112]
1850 (2100) λ′′112 g˜ → tt¯χ˜01 mχ˜01 = 100 (800)GeV [119]
mg˜ > 2mt +mχ˜01
[119]
650 (950) [1020] λ′′212 g˜ → qq¯H˜01 mq˜ ≤ 100 (500) [900]GeV [138]
mH˜01
= 3
4
mq˜, mc˜ < mg˜
675 (1020) [1075] λ′′212 g˜ → qq¯H˜01 mq˜ ≤ 100 (500) [900]GeV [138]
mH˜01
= 3
4
mq˜; mb˜ < mg˜
650 (1020) [1100] λ′′213 g˜ → qq¯H˜01 mq˜ ≤ 100 (500) [900]GeV [138]
mH˜01
= 3
4
mq˜, mb˜ < mg˜
650 (990) [1075] λ′′213 g˜ → qq¯H˜01 mq˜ ≤ 100 (500) [900]GeV [138]
mH˜01
= 3
4
mq˜; mc˜ < mg˜
1040 (1555) λ′′ijk g˜ → qq¯χ˜01 mχ˜01 = 100 (900)GeV [57]
all λ′′ijk 6= 0
800 (1050) λ′′abc g˜ → 5q mχ˜01 = 50 (600)GeV [142]
TABLE VIII: Best limits in RPV searches using simplified models and U¯D¯D¯ operators. Here a, b, c ∈ {1, 2}. The pair-produced
supersymmetric particles are assumed to decay directly to the neutralino LSP if not stated otherwise. The bounds are only
estimates, as they have been read off the relevant plots. The neutralino LSP always decays as χ˜01 → u¯id¯j d¯k + c.c. for U¯iD¯jD¯k.
Each mass bound is for a fixed value of the RPV coupling.
IV. LHC COVERAGE OF RPV-INDUCED STAU
LSP DECAY SCENARIOS
As we saw in Sec. II, even for small RPV couplings,
we have substantial regions of CMSSM parameter space,
where the LSP is the lightest stau, τ˜1. The question
is: how does the phenomenology change compared to
a neutralino LSP, and what are the experimental con-
straints? The stau LSP case has been discussed from the
theoretical perspective in some detail in the literature
[34, 93, 95, 96, 146]. In [95] a set of appropriate LHC
benchmarks was defined. Here we are interested in the
case of small, but not too small Λ6Rp . Thus the stau is the
LSP but it still decays promptly. We shall consider the
long-lived case where the stau leads to detached vertices,
or is even stable on detector scales, elsewhere.
In order to discuss the LHC coverage for the stau LSP
scenario, we distinguish two cases6
(a) τ˜ LSP with the dominant operator directly cou-
pling to a tau/stau: Λ 6Rp ∈ {λaj3,a3c, λ′3jk}.
6 Here again: a, b, c ∈ {1, 2} and i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
(b) τ˜ LSP with the dominant operator not coupling to
tau/stau Λ 6Rp ∈ {λ12c, λ′ajk, λ′′ijk}.
In case (a) we do not expect significant changes compared
to the neutralino phenomenology. Consider the small
Λ6Rp case in the CMSSM, where we get a τ˜ LSP for small
M0 and larger M1/2, as discussed in Sec. II B. There the
NLSP is typically the lightest neutralino χ˜01. We then
have the usual cascade decays of the strongly produced
sparticles down to the neutralino, as shown in the bottom
two rows on the left in Eq. (22). This is followed by the
decay of the neutralino to the τ˜ . For example for the
gluino we could have
g˜ → qq¯χ˜01 → qq¯(τ±τ˜∓) . (30)
This is followed by the direct RPV stau decay (plus
charge conjugate)
τ˜− →

νa`
−
c , LaL3E¯c ,
(ν1`
−
2 , `
−
1 ν2) , L1L2E¯3 ,
(νaτ
−, `−a ντ ) , LaL3E¯3 ,
u¯jdk , L3QjD¯k ,
(31)
depending on the dominant operator. These final states
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with the same couplings were also obtained for the neu-
tralino LSP scenarios. However, there are slight differ-
ences here for the stau. If the RPV operator involves an
L3 chiral superfield, the neutralino decay to the tau neu-
trino is strongly disfavored in comparison to the on-shell
decay mode. For example:
χ˜01−LSP : χ˜01 → {ντe±e∓, τ±νee∓}; L1L3E¯1 , (32)
τ˜1−LSP : χ˜01 → τ±τ˜∓ → τ±(νee∓); L1L3E¯1 . (33)
In the L1L3E¯1 case one thus loses the e±e∓ signature,
instead having a tau lepton with 100% branching ratio.
This could dilute the experimental sensitivity. Similarly
for L3QjD¯k operators, where the branching ratio for the
charged tau is enhanced, possibly increasing the sensitiv-
ity compared to the neutralino LSP scenario.
In case (b), the stau does not couple to the dominant
operator and the phenomenology changes, as the two-
body decay channels in Eq. (31) are absent. The leading
stau decay is four-body. In the case of a λ′′ijk operator,
for example, the decay chains would be
τ˜ → τ χ˜0(∗) or → ντχ±(∗) (34)
↪→ τuiu˜(∗)i /τdj,kd˜(∗)j,k ↪→ ντuj,kd˜(∗)j,k/ντdiu˜(∗)i
↪→ τuidjdk ↪→ ντuj,kuidk,j/ντdidjdk
where we have neglected charge-conjugations and denote
virtuality by ‘(∗)’. We have allowed for decays via a
chargino, as the intermediate states are virtual.
Whether the four-body decay is prompt or not depends
heavily on the sparticle mass spectrum. The stau decay
length, assuming a four-body decay only, scales roughly
as [34]
cττ˜1 ' 6.2 · 10−6 m
(
10−3
Λ6Rp
)2
(35)
×
( mχ˜
100 GeV
)2( mf˜
100 GeV
)4(
100 GeV
mτ˜1
)7
,
where χ˜ refers to the virtual neutralino/chargino and f˜
to the virtual sfermion in the decay.
In the stau LSP parameter regions, the lightest stau
is mostly a τ˜R, so that the coupling to the wino is re-
duced w.r.t. the bino. In conjunction with the hierar-
chy in the CMSSM of mB˜ < mW˜ , this means that the
decays via charginos, i.e. the ones resulting in ντ + X
are suppressed and the final states including a τ± dom-
inate. However, for λ′′3jk this is not true. In this case,
all neutralino-mediated channels end up in a top quark,
which is kinematically suppressed w.r.t. the chargino me-
diated ντ b djdk mode, unless the stau is very heavy.
As discussed in Sec. IID, even if the non-zero RPV
operators at a given scale only involve couplings to first-
and/or second-generation (s)leptons, operators coupling
to (s)taus will be induced through the RGE evolution.
Thus scenarios (a) and (b) are not strictly separated.
This is particularly important in the case of large tanβ
Operators LHC Signatures Couplings
LLE¯ 2τ 4` 6ET λ12c
2` 6ET λa3b,ab3,a33
τ ` 6ET λa33
2τ 6ET λa33
LQD¯ 4j 2τ 2` λ′aij
4j 2τ 1` 6ET λ′aij
4j 2τ 6ET λ′aij
4j λ′3ij
U¯D¯D¯ 6j 2τ λ′′ijk
6j 6ET λ′′3jk ‡
TABLE IX: LHC signatures for a stau LSP from the decay of
two staus. a, b, c = 1, 2; i, j, k = 1, 2, 3. We did not distinguish
between top quarks, bottom quarks and the jets arising from
the first two generations. These are analogous to Tabs. V
and VII. The special case in the last line denoted with ‡ refers
to scenarios where the stau LSP is light so that the decay
into a top quark is kinematically disfavoured, leading to the
dominance of the chargino-mediated final state ντd3djdk as
in Eq. (34).
for any λijk operators where i, j, k 6= 3 as well as all λ′ijj
operators with i 6= 3, see Eq. (17) and the corresponding
Figs. 7 and 8 in Sec. IID. Thus in complete models, such
as the CMSSM, this must be taken into account.
The complete listings of the stau-LSP LHC signatures
for all RPV operators, including both LLE¯ and LQD¯ as
well as the two- and four-body stau decays, are given in
Ref. [96], assuming a cascade originating from a squark.
See Tables II-IV, therein. We summarize the signatures
of two decaying staus in Tab. IX. Depending on the pro-
duction mechanism of the two staus at the LHC, the
signature will be accompanied by extra taus, missing 6ET
and jets. We do not distinguish between top quarks, bot-
tom quarks and the jets arising from the first two gener-
ations. These are dependent on the generation indices of
the couplings and are analogous to Tabs. V and VII. We
see that these scenarios always involve multiple τ ′s in the
final state. For all LLE¯ and LQD¯ couplings we can also
have 6ET arising from neutrinos. In the LLE¯ case it is
possible to have 1st and 2nd generation charged leptons.
Contrastingly, the U¯D¯D¯ scenario contains challenging fi-
nal states with only two taus and jets.
LHC analyses explicitly looking for τ˜ LSPs are rarely
performed. The only one we are aware of with prompt
stau decays is Ref. [106], where the CMSSM with λ121 =
0.032 at MX is considered. It is assumed there that the
stau always decays via a four-body decay into τeµνe and
τeeνµ with equal probability and the results are inter-
preted in theM1/2−tanβ plane, assumingM0 = A0 = 0.
Values of M1/2 . 820 GeV could be excluded for most
values of tanβ. Note however that the RGE-induced op-
erator λ233 and the corresponding partial two-body de-
cay widths, Γ2, of τ˜1 → (µντ , τνµ) have not been taken
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into account. While there is only a mild dependence of
the ratio of the total four-body versus two-body decay
width, Γ4/Γ2, on M1/2 [93], the ratio, however, scales
with 1/ tan2 β. Therefore, only taking into account Γ4 is
a well-justified assumption in the low tanβ region, but
the τ˜ -LSP results of Ref. [106] for large tanβ can, unfor-
tunately, not be trusted. Note also that Ref. [106] uses
data from the 7 TeV run of the LHC. Because of the high
occurrence of τ˜ LSPs in RPV models, we want to encour-
age the LHC collaborations to reanalyze these scenarios
with more recent data.
In conclusion these models are basically not covered
at all by LHC searches. Individual final states listed in
Tab. IX have been searched for in other contexts, how-
ever. In particular, we would like to mention a recent
analysis looking for multi-lepton final states and includ-
ing up to two hadronic tau tags, with various signal re-
gions requiring different amounts of 6ET [147]. This search
is dedicated to RPC models where pair-produced elec-
troweak gauginos decay via an intermediate slepton or
sneutrino down to the lightest neutralino. Including the
leptonically decaying tau modes, this search is therefore
in principle sensitive to the LLE¯ and LQD¯ signatures of
Tab. IX. Unfortunately, so far no interpretation in terms
of RPV models has been performed. Thus the corre-
sponding mass sensitivity is also unknown. In Sec. VI,
we discuss the impact of τ˜ LSPs on the LHC sensitivity,
making use of non-dedicated searches and taking into ac-
count RGE-generated operators as well as four-body de-
cays. In Sec. VIII we present our best estimate of the
LHC mass bounds in these scenarios.
V. LHC COVERAGE OF RPV-INDUCED
NON-STANDARD LSP DECAY SCENARIOS
The standard scenario in the Λ 6Rp–CMSSM with
small RPV couplings is the neutralino or stau LSP.
Instead, as we saw in Sec. II B, for various large
RPV couplings, we can also have the following LSPs:
e˜R, µ˜R, ν˜e, ν˜µ, (s˜R, d˜R), b˜1, and t˜1, cf. Tab. II. Here we
discuss the phenomenology of these models and how they
are covered by LHC searches. We also briefly summa-
rize other related searches at the LHC with non-standard
LSPs, which do not occur in the Λ 6Rp–CMSSM.
A. Slepton LSPs
1. Selectron or Smuon LSP
For large λijc, c = 1, 2, we can have either an e˜R or µ˜R
LSP, respectively. Since by construction the LSP couples
to the dominant operators, we have the decays
e˜−R → {`−i νj , νi`−j }, LiLjE¯1 , (36)
µ˜−R → {`−i νj , νi`−j }, LiLjE¯2 . (37)
At the LHC, where strong production usually domi-
nates,7 the cascade decay will proceed as before to the
neutralino, and the latter will decay to an on-shell slep-
ton LSP
g˜ → qq˜∗ → q[q¯χ˜01]→ q[q¯(e˜−Re+)] , (38)
and analogously for the µ˜R case. This model has not
been explicitly constrained by existing analyses of LHC
searches. However, we see from Eq. (38) that the sig-
nature is identical to the case discussed in Sec. III B,
with a neutralino LSP and a dominant LLE¯ coupling.
The only difference is that here the intermediate e˜R is
on-shell. Thus the signatures are covered by the cor-
responding LiLjE¯1,2 searches discussed in Sec. III B, re-
spetively. The experimental lower mass bounds can differ
from Tab. IV, since the on-shell e˜R/µ˜R-LSP can lead to
differing kinematic distributions.
2. Sneutrino LSP
A ν˜e-LSP is obtained in the Λ 6Rp–CMSSM for large
λ′1jk, {j, k} 6= {1, 1}. A ν˜µ-LSP is obtained for large
λ′2jk. The LSP decays are then given as (plus charge
conjugate)
ν˜∗e → dj d¯k, L1QjD¯k, {j, k} 6= {1, 1} , (39)
ν˜∗µ → dj d¯k, L2QjD¯k . (40)
The cascade decay at the LHC would proceed from for
example a gluino down to the on-shell sneutrino, but
through a neutralino, as with the charged sleptons above
g˜ → qq˜∗ → q[q¯χ˜01]→ q[q¯(ν˜∗e,µνe,µ)]→ q[q¯({dj d¯k}νe,µ)] .
(41)
Again for this specific model there is no interpretation of
LHC data within or outside of the Λ 6Rp–CMSSM. How-
ever, in principle L1,2QjD¯k models have been searched
for, as discussed in Sec. III C. There the intermediate
neutralino could also decay to a charged lepton: χ˜01 →
(˜`+i )
∗`−i → `−i uj d¯k, with comparable probability. The
charged lepton in the final state leads to a higher sensi-
tivity than the diluted 6ET from the neutrino in Eq. (41).
For the sneutrino LSP scenario one might think the slep-
ton three-body decay is suppressed. However in the
Λ6Rp–CMSSM the charged slepton and the sneutrino are
nearly mass degenerate, as discussed in Sec. II B. Thus
for the sneutrino LSP the associated charged slepton is
the NLSP and the neutralino the NNLSP. Thus the de-
cay via the charged slepton is in fact two-body and if at
all only marginally suppressed. Therefore, the searches
7 In the case of LLE¯ operators, however, the most stringent
bounds may arise from electroweakino pair-production, as we
shall see in Sec. VI.
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Particle Lower Bound [GeV] U¯D¯D¯ Coupling Simpl. Model Comment Reference
t˜ 405 λ′′312 t˜→ qq 445-510 GeV also excluded [148]
385 λ′′3b3 t˜→ d¯bb¯ [139]
g˜ 1440 λ′′312 g˜ → tt˜ mt˜ = 800GeV [118]
1460 λ′′3b3 g˜ → tt˜ mt˜ = 700GeV [118]
TABLE X: Lower mass bounds for the case of a stop LSP discussed in Sec. VB. Here b = 1, 2.
in Sec. III C are approximately applicable, with the fur-
ther difference that the on-shell slepton and sneutrino
will modify the kinematic distributions. Overall, these
scenarios still need to be checked at the LHC, presum-
ably via 6ET searches.
Note, that other interesting scenarios can occur if we
go beyond the CMSSM boundary conditions or/and con-
sider more than one RPV operator at MX . We thus
mention searches for an s-channel production of tau-
sneutrino LSPs, ν˜τ , which decay further into leptons,
assuming both λ′311 and one of {λ132, λ133, λ232} to be
sizable [149, 150], see also Sec. VC1. However, the ex-
cluded combination of masses and couplings is not yet
competitive with the more stringent bounds from the
non-observation of µ− e conversion in nuclei [151, 152].
3. Stau LSP with large λij3 or λ′3jk
This scenario directly corresponds to the case (a) in
Sec. IV, just with a large coupling constant. The 2-body
stau decays will be prompt and the previous discussion
holds.
B. Squark LSPs
As we see in Tab. II, there are essentially three cases
of squark LSPs in the Λ 6Rp–CMSSM.
1. A first or second generation right-handed down-like
squark with a large coupling λ′′212, decaying to first
or second generation quark jets. Experimentally this
would lead to four jets, arising from the decay of two
on-shell strongly interacting particles, i.e. these are
pair-produced dijet resonances.
2. A right-handed bottom squark decaying via λ′′123,2b3,
with the same signature as in the previous case.
3. A right-handed top squark decaying via λ′′3jk. For
(j, k) = (1, 2) this is again as in case 1. above. The
pair-produced stops lead to two di-jet resonances. For
k = 3 there will be bottom quark jets in the final state.
Of all three, only the third case, namely the top squark
LSP, has been directly searched for in the context of
RPV, assuming the couplings λ′′312 [139, 153, 154], and
λ′′3b3 [136, 139, 148]. We assume this is due to the stan-
dard (RPC) lore that only a top squark can be partic-
ularly light. In addition, there has been a considerable
effort in the theory community to point out interesting
signatures, as well as search strategies for the light-stop
scenarios, see for example Refs. [155, 156], many of which
have been adopted by the experimental collaborations.
The corresponding best lower bounds on the top squark
mass are given in Tab. X. Included in the table are also
two gluino lower mass bounds, obtained in top squark
LSP models.
We note that the signature of the other two cases, pair-
produced di-jet resonances, is identical to the signature
probed in λ′′312 [139, 153, 154]. For the case of a very
heavy gluino, the production cross section should also be
identical, so that the bound can be carried over.
C. Non-Neutralino LSP Outside the CMSSM
Experimentally there are quite a few searches for spar-
ticles directly decaying through an RPV operator. These
correspond to scenarios where the sparticle at hand is the
LSP. For completeness we briefly collect here the cases
which are not possible within the CMSSM and which are
therefore not listed in Tab. II.
1. Sneutrino LSP
At the LHC it is possible to produce a sneutrino on-
resonance via an LiQjD¯k operator and for it to decay via
a separate LiLjE¯k operator. This can lead to spectacular
lepton flavor violating signatures [123, 162–167]
dj d¯k → ν˜i → `l`m , LiQjD¯k ∧ LiLlE¯m . (42)
Experimentally this has been searched for by both CMS
and ATLAS [150, 157, 158]. We list the best lower sneu-
trino mass bounds in Tab. XI. The production cross sec-
tion of the sneutrino is proportional to the λ′ coupling
squared, the bound is correspondingly sensitive. As we
see, the bound ranges from 3.3 TeV for a substantial
coupling, λ′311 = 0.2, to 1.3 TeV for a modest coupling,
λ′311 = 0.01. The bound quickly vanishes when reducing
the size of the coupling further [165].
The experimental search results are given for a ν˜τ [158],
but the opposite flavor lepton searches apply equally to
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Particle Lower Bound [GeV] RPV Coupling Simpl. Model Comment Reference
ν˜τ 1280 (3300) λ′311 · λ231,132 dj d¯k → ν˜τ → e−µ+ λ′311 = λ231,132 = 0.01 (0.2) [150, 157]
2300 λ′311 · λ231,132 dj d¯k → ν˜τ → e−µ+ λ′311 = λ231,132 = 0.07 [158]
2200 λ′311 · λ133 dj d¯k → ν˜τ → e−τ+ λ′311 = λ133 = 0.07 [158]
1900 λ′311 · λ233 dj d¯k → ν˜τ → µ−τ+ λ′311 = λ233 = 0.07 [158]
u˜Lb 1050∗ (1080∗) λ′1bc (λ
′
2bc) u˜b → ej (µj) Br = 1, (3,2,+ 23 ) [122, 159]
d˜Lb 625
∗ λ′ib3 d˜Lb → bνi Br = 1, (3,2,- 13 ) [159]
d˜Rc 900
∗ (850∗) λ′1bc (λ
′
2bc) d˜c → ej/νej (µj/νµj) Br = 0.5 each, (3¯,1,- 13 ) [159]
480∗ λ′i3c d˜c → bνi Br = 0.5, (3¯,1,- 13 ) [159]
d˜R 650 (450) λ′′313 d˜→ b¯t¯ mg˜ = 1.4TeV (mg˜ = 2TeV) [118]
570 (420) λ′′321 d˜→ s¯t¯ mg˜ = 1.4TeV (mg˜ = 2TeV) [118]
t˜L 1100 λ
′
133 (λ
′
233) t˜→ e+b (µ+b) [160]
740 λ′333 t˜→ τ+b [121]
1010∗ (1080∗) λ′132 (λ
′
232) t˜→ e+j (µ+j) Br = 1, (3,2,+ 23 ) [122]
b˜R 307 λ
′′
3b3 b˜→ t¯d¯b [110]
560∗ λ′333 b˜→ tτ− Br= 0.5, (3¯,1,- 13 ) [161]
g˜ 650 λ′′112 g˜ → uds [140]
835 λ′′113 (λ′′113) g˜ → udb (csb) [140]
1360 λ′′323 g˜ → tsb mq˜ = 5TeV [143]
917 (929) [874] λ′′abc(λ
′′
ab3)[λ
′′
3b3] g˜ → 3q mq˜ = 5TeV [142]
TABLE XI: Lower mass bounds on supersymmetric particles as the LSP decaying directly via an RPV operator. These are all
not Λ6RP –CMSSM scenarios. The bounds marked by an asterisk
∗ are re-interpreted leptoquark scenarios. For the leptoquark
searches, we have included the SU(3), SU(2), and U(1)EM quantum numbers in the comment.
the following coupling combinations which involve a ν˜µ
propagator
eµ : (λ′211 · λ122) , (43)
eτ : (λ′211 · λ123), (λ′211 · λ231) , (44)
µτ : (λ′211 · λ322) . (45)
We have disregarded the case of an s-channel ν˜e as the
required coupling combinations rely on λ′111, on which
there are very strict bounds, see Tab. XIII.
2. Squark LSP
There have been many searches for squarks decaying
directly via RPV operators [110, 121, 135–137, 141, 143,
144, 160, 161], several focusing on the decay t˜ → bs in-
duced by the coupling λ′′323, discussed in Sec. VB. There
have also been many leptoquark searches which can be
directly interpreted as squark production followed by
RPV decays via the LiQjD¯k operators, see for example
[121, 122, 159, 161, 168]. In particular there are three
RPV scenarios corresponding directly to leptoquarks:
u˜Lj → `+i + dk , Br = 1 , (46)
d˜Lj → ν¯i + dk , Br = 1 , (47)
d˜Rk → `−i + uj/νi + dj , Br = 0.5 each, (48)
if j 6= 3 .
If an up-like squark, u˜Lj , is the LSP, for an LiQjD¯k
operator it can only decay to a charged lepton and a
down-like quark with a branching ratio of 1, cf. Eq. (46).
For a U¯iD¯jD¯k operator it will decay to two jets, possi-
bly including one b-jet. This latter case has only been
considered for top quarks, i = 3. For the former case
the best bounds are given in Tab. XI, with a lower mass
bound of about 1TeV.
On the other hand, a left-handed down-like squark,
d˜Lj , can only decay via a neutrino, leading to 6ET , cf.
Eq. (47). In the table listings we interpret an ATLAS
leptoquark search as the decay of a d˜Lb, b = 1, 2, to a
bottom quark resulting in a weaker lower mass bound of
625GeV [159]. The right-handed down-like squark has
two possible decay modes, one involving a charged lep-
ton and one involving a neutrino. Combining the two
often leads to stricter bounds. For jets from the first two
generations λ′1bc,2bc, b, c = 1, 2, the lower experimental
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bound is about 900GeV. For the case λ′i3c, c = 1, 2, the
charged lepton mode involves a top quark, which would
be a separate search. The neutrino mode alone leads to
the much weaker bound of only 480GeV. These are again
all reinterpreted leptoquark searches.
The top squark LSP has been more widely considered
in the literature, as it is naturally lighter than the other
squarks, even for RPC, see for example [169–171]. The
decays via U¯D¯D¯ operators are discussed in Sec. VB. The
decays via LQD¯ operators are just special cases of the
decay of up-like squarks, Eq. (46), and the bounds are
similar, around 1100 GeV. The case λ′333 leads to a final-
state tau and thus weaker bounds, around 750GeV.
In the Λ6Rp–CMSSM, for λ′′3b3, the top squark can be
the LSP, but not the bottom squark. Nevertheless the di-
rect decay of a bottom squark via λ′′3b3 with 100% branch-
ing ratio was searched for giving a lower mass bound of
307GeV [110]. A leptoquark search was reinterpreted as
the direct decay of a right-handed bottom squark via the
operator L3Q3D¯3 to a top quark and a tau with a branch-
ing ratio of 50%. In this case the lower mass bound is
560GeV [161].
3. Gluino LSP
As we saw in Tab. II, a gluino LSP is not dynam-
ically generated in the Λ 6Rp–CMSSM. All the same we
briefly discuss this scenario here, as there are several LHC
searches for such models. Depending on the dominant
operator, a gluino LSP decays as
g˜ →

qq¯{`iνj ¯`k, νi`j ¯`k} , LiLjE¯k ,
{`iuj d¯k, νidj d¯k} , LiQjD¯k ,
uidjdk , U¯iD¯jD¯k .
(49)
The first decay proceeds via a virtual squark and a
virtual neutralino. In the second and third case, the
gluino decays via a virtual squark, which couples di-
rectly to the relevant operator. Of these three scenar-
ios only the last one has been investigated at the LHC
[57, 110, 134, 135, 140–143].
However the first case, LLE¯, leads to identical sig-
natures as in Sec. III B, the only difference is that now
the intermediate neutralino is virtual. The second case,
LQD¯, is novel, although very similar to the electroweak
production in Section 10 of Ref. [110]. There the pair pro-
duction of neutralinos is investigated, followed by their
three-body RPV decay. Here one should consider the pair
production of gluinos, which has a significantly higher
cross section, which should lead to stricter lower mass
bounds.
The best bounds for the third case in Eq. (49) are
listed in Tab. XI. The weaker bounds in the first two
rows for the gluino were obtained with
√
s = 8TeV data.
Nevertheless the tbs search is the most sensitive channel.
ATLAS has several searches for this scenario [57, 134, 135],
however, they always allow more than one coupling to be
non-zero, often even all λ′′ijk with equal value. It is again
not clear how to interpret the resulting bounds.
VI. TESTING THE RPV–CMSSM WITH
CHECKMATE
For the remainder of this paper we are interested in the
sensitivity of the LHC with respect to the Λ6Rp–CMSSM,
i.e. to a complete supersymmetric model. In particu-
lar, we are interested in how the presence of R-parity
violating operators affects the well-known results for the
R-parity conserving CMSSM [20, 22, 172, 173]. For this
we shall use the program CheckMATE [63–65]. As we
saw in Secs. III to V, the LHC experiments mainly set
bounds on simplified supersymmetric R-parity violating
models. They set little or no bounds on the complete
Λ6Rp–CMSSM model. We here use CheckMATE to recast
ATLAS and CMS searches and thus set bounds on the var-
ious Λ6Rp–CMSSM models.
A. Method
The program CheckMATE automatically determines if
a given parameter point of a particular model beyond
the Standard Model (BSM) is excluded or not by per-
forming the following chain of tasks. First, the Monte
Carlo generator MadGraph [174] is used to simulate pro-
ton proton collisions. The resulting parton level events
are showered and hadronized using Pythia 8 [175]. The
fast detector simulation Delphes [176] applies efficiency
functions to determine the experimentally accessible final
state configuration, including the determination of the
jet spectrum using FastJet [177, 178]. Afterwards, vari-
ous implemented analyses from ATLAS and CMS designed
to identify different potentially discriminating final state
topologies are used.
Events which pass well-defined sets of constraints are
binned in signal regions for which the corresponding pre-
diction for the Standard Model and the number of ex-
perimentally observed events are known. By compar-
ing the predictions of the Standard Model and the user’s
BSM model of interest to the experimental result using
the CLS prescription [179], CheckMATE concludes if the
input parameter combination is excluded or not at the
95% confidence level. For more information we refer to
Refs. [63–65].
1. Model Setup
For the proper description of the RPV Feynman rules
in MadGraph, we take the model implementation from
SARAH, which we already used in Sec. II, and export it via
the UFO format [180]. For a given set of Λ6Rp–CMSSM
parameters, we make use of the respective SPheno li-
braries created from the same SARAH model used to de-
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termine the low energy particle spectrum, the mixing
matrices and the decay tables. We calculate the SUSY
and Higgs masses including RPV-specific two-loop cor-
rections [181–183] which are particularly important for
light stops [55]. As discussed in Sec. IID, four-body de-
cays of the stau can be dominant and lead to important
experimentally accessible final states. In regions where
this occurs, see for instance in Sec. VIB 4, the four-body
stau decays have been determined using MadGraph.
2. Monte Carlo Simulation
In Λ6Rp–CMSSM parameter regions where the entire
SUSY spectrum is kinematically accessible at the LHC,
i.e. with masses at or below O(1 TeV), there exists a
plethora of possible final state configurations. To main-
tain computational tractability in our study, we applied
the following list of simplifying assumptions:
• We include only two-body supersymmetric final state
production: pp → AB + Xsoft, and require both su-
persymmetric particles, A and B, to be produced on-
shell. Note that in RPC supersymmetry, additional
hard QCD radiation, i.e. pp → ABj, is important in
parameter regions with highly degenerate spectra due
to the resulting kinematic boost of the decay products,
see e.g. Ref. [184]. However, due to the instability
of the LSP in the Λ6Rp–CMSSM, this additional boost
is not needed and therefore this final state is not ex-
pected to contribute sizably to the final constraining
event numbers.
• We do not consider final state combinations which
are strongly suppressed by the relevant parton density
distributions and/or which only exist in RPV super-
symmetry. Most importantly, this excludes flavor-off-
diagonal combinations of “sea”-squarks (we clarify the
meaning below) or squark-slepton combinations.
• We include in our simulations production processes,
which can only proceed via the electroweak interac-
tions, i.e. the production of sleptons, electroweak
gauginos and the mixed production of electroweak
gauginos and squarks or gluinos. However, in the case
of electroweak gauginos we only include the produc-
tion of the two lightest neutralinos and the lightest
chargino, i.e. the dominantly bino and wino states in
a CMSSM setup. We expect no sizeable contributions
from the ignored Higgsinos, since these are typically
significantly heavier and therefore have negligible pro-
duction rates in comparison with the lighter winos.
Similarly, we do not include flavor-off-diagonal slepton
combinations and mixed electroweak gaugino-squark
production with “sea”-squarks.
• With the above considerations, the resulting set of pro-
duction channels that we consider are listed below:
Strong processes:
– g˜g˜
– g˜q˜(∗)V
– q˜(∗)V q
(∗)
V (all combinations)
– q˜S q˜∗S (only flavor-diagonal)
Electroweak processes:
– χ˜χ˜ [all (non-Higgsino) combinations]
– (˜`L, ˜`R, ν˜`,L)(˜`∗L, ˜`
∗
R, ν˜
∗
`,L) (only flavor-diagonal)
Mixed processes:
– g˜χ˜
– q˜(∗)V χ˜ (all combinations)
Here, q˜V refers to the superpartners of the light quarks:
u˜L,R, d˜L,R and s˜L,R, while q˜S refers to the remain-
ing squarks c˜L,R, b˜1,2 and t˜1,2. Furthermore, χ˜ sub-
sumes the two lightest neutralinos χ˜01,2 and the lightest
chargino χ˜±1 .
• Decays of supersymmetric particles are performed
within Pythia 8, using the information from the decay
table determined in SPheno. This ignores any poten-
tial spin-dependent information, which could be rele-
vant when performing the proper matrix-element cal-
culation. However, as we do not assume spin-effects to
be important here, we take the computationally faster
approach of using decay tables.
• To take into account the sizable contributions from
higher order QCD effects in the production cross sec-
tion, we multiply the leading-order production cross-
sections taken from MadGraph with the next-to-leading-
logarithm K-factors determined by NLLFast [185–
191]. This tool interpolates gluino- and squark-mass-
dependent higher-order cross sections for all “strong
Processes” listed above. NLLFast assumes degenerate
first- and second-generation squark sector where we use
the median of the squark masses for the calculation.
Note that this degeneracy is present in models with
small Λ6Rp but not necessarily if Λ 6Rp is large.8 Stops
and sbottoms are always treated separately and obtain
individual K-factors. The consideration of higher order
effects for the remaining processes is computationally
far more involved as tools like PROSPINO [192] need to
perform the full NLO calculation. These effects are
however expected to be significantly smaller compared
to the strong production processes and thus we neglect
them here.
8 For the only benchmark case with large Λ 6Rp we consider, the
squark sector is not degenerate. However, as in this case stop
production dominates, we can still use the NLLFast K-factors
for rescaling the cross sections.
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FIG. 10: This legend shows the different colors/shadings presented on the right-hand side of the following figures. Each colored
box contains a bold label, which corresponds to the name under which the respective reference is listed within CheckMATE,
furthermore in small type, each box contains a brief description of the analyzed signature.
3. Incorporated Analyses
CheckMATE provides a large set of implemented ATLAS
and CMS results from both the
√
s = 8 and 13 TeV runs
of the LHC. These analyses target a large variety of pos-
sible final states which typically appear in theories be-
yond the Standard Model. The vast majority, however,
are designed to target RPC supersymmmetry. This im-
plies cuts which require significant amounts of missing
transverse momentum and/or highly energetic final state
objects, namely leptons or jets. As many of the most
prominent decay chains in the Λ 6Rp–CMSSM indeed cor-
respond to these signatures, it is therefore interesting to
determine the relative exclusion power of these tailored
analyses in comparison to the RPC–CMSSM.
In this study we consider all
√
s = 8 TeV LHC analyses
implemented in CheckMATE 2.0.1. For a full, detailed
list we refer to the documentation in Refs. [63–65] and
the tool’s website.9 We discuss the target final states of
the relevant analyses in more detail below, alongside our
results. Some final states have been reanalyzed and the
corresponding bounds have been updated with new LHC
results taken at
√
s = 13 TeV center-of-mass energy. For
our purpose of comparing the relative exclusion power
when going from an RPC to an RPV scenario, using the√
s = 8 TeV analysis set has the advantage of covering a
much larger variety of final states.
To set the limit, CheckMATE tests all signal regions in all
selected analyses, determines the one signal region with
the largest expected sensitivity and checks if the corre-
sponding observed result of that signal region is excluded
at 95% C.L. or not. In the following, the analysis which
contains this limit-setting signal region is referred to as
the “most sensitive analysis” for a given Λ6Rp–CMSSM
parameter point. Due to the lack of information about
correlations in systematic uncertainties between different
9 http://checkmate.hepforge.org
signal regions, CheckMATE is currently incapable of com-
bining information from different signal regions.10
The list of analyses we employ are shown in Fig. 10.
In bold is the name under which the analysis is listed in
CheckMATE. Underneath in small italics type we briefly
denote the physical signature. Here ` refers to a charged
lepton, 6ET refers to missing transverse energy. j refers
to a jet in the final state, b specifically a b-jet. The ref-
erences for the analyses are given in the CheckMATE doc-
umentation. The boxes of the analyses carry different
colors and hatchings. This is employed in the later ex-
clusion plots, to show which analysis within CheckMATE
is the most sensitive.
4. Scanned Parameter Regions
Even though one of the appealing features of the
CMSSM is the small number of free parameters compared
to other supersymmetric theories, we still need to fix cer-
tain degrees of freedom in order to be able to show results
in an understandable 2-dimensional parameter plane. As
the masses of the supersymmetric particles will be one of
the most important variables when it comes to the ob-
servability of a model realization at the LHC, we show
results in the M0–M1/2 plane. To be specific we scan
over the parameter range
M0 ∈ [0, 3000] GeV, M1/2 ∈ [200, 1000] GeV . (50)
For better comparison, we choose the remaining model
parameters as in the RPC–CMSSM ATLAS analysis in
Ref. [172] where tanβ is fixed to a relatively large value of
30 while A0 is set via the standard formula A0 = −2M0
which ensures a realistically large value of the lightest
10 The statistical combination of signal regions for CheckMATE is
work in progress [193].
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FIG. 11: LHC exclusion limits in the M0–M1/2 plane determined by CheckMATE (black solid line) using the RPC–CMSSM with
the remaining model parameters set to tanβ = 30, µ > 0 and A0 = −2M0. On the left-hand side, the red region below the solid
line is excluded, the green region is allowed by CheckMATE. The black dotted line denotes the corresponding ATLAS bound from
Ref. [172]. The discrepancy is discussed in the text. The left-hand figure further contains in light gray the iso-mass contours
of the gluino (solid), the squarks (dotted), the lightest stop (dashed) and the LSP (dot-dashed), respectively. The white area
on the left for which no results are shown corresponds to the cosmologically excluded region with a τ˜ LSP. On the right-hand
side, we show for each region the most sensitive LHC analysis, according to the legend in Fig. 10.
neutral CP-even Higgs boson mass. The sign of the µ
parameter is fixed to be positive, to avoid further ten-
sion with (g − 2)µ [194]. Allowing any number of RPV-
operators to have non-vanishing values would yield an
unmanageable set of possible scenarios to study. We
therefore restrict ourselves to cases where only one of
the many operators has a non-zero value at the unifica-
tion scale. In order to directly compare our results to
the RPC–CMSSM, we use a small RPV coupling at the
GUT scale, Λ6Rp |GUT = 0.01. This essentially mimics the
RPC mass spectrum, but allows for the prompt decay of
the LSP. We comment on possible effects of increasing
the RPV coupling in Sec. VII.
B. Results
In this section we show the results of the scans.
Throughout the analysis of these results, the principle
questions which we seek to answer are the following:
1. To what extent do the existing ATLAS and CMS analy-
ses, which largely focus on RPC supersymmetry, ex-
clude the parameter space of the Λ6Rp–CMSSM?
2. Does breaking R-parity weaken the bounds of the
RPC–CMSSM due to a gap in the coverage of pos-
sible final states?
(a) If the answer is yes, how could these gaps be
closed?
(b) Alternatively, if the answer is no, in the cases
where the bounds become stronger, which of the
effects mentioned in previous sections lead to this
result?
When presenting our results, we show in the figures
for each parameter point, which CheckMATE analysis is
the most sensitive. We do this by using the color code of
Fig. 10.
1. R-parity Conserving CMSSM
We start with a short discussion of the RPC–CMSSM
in Fig. 11. On the left we denote in the M0–M1/2 plane
by the thick, solid black line the 95%-CL exclusion range
we obtained using CheckMATE for this model. Thus below
the curve, in red is the excluded parameter area. Above
the curve, in green is the allowed area. The remaining
CMSSM parameters have been set to tanβ = 30, µ > 0
and A0 = −2M0. In light gray we present supersymmet-
ric mass isocurves for the LSP (dot-dashed), the first two
generation squarks (dotted), the gluino (solid), and the
lightest stop (dashed). The white region on the far left
at low M0 results in a τ˜ -LSP, which is not viable phe-
nomenologically if R-parity is conserved: as there is no
possible decay channel for the stau, these regions result
in stable charged particles which e.g. spoil big bang nu-
cleosynthesis [195]. This is why here and in the following,
we do not show any RPC results in the stau-LSP region.
We do include them in the RPV cases.
In the right plot, we show in theM0–M1/2 plane, which
analysis implemented in CheckMATE is most sensitive at
a given parameter point or region. We use the color and
hash code of Fig. 10. Thus for example the point (M0 =
1000GeV, M1/2 = 500GeV) is excluded by the analysis
denoted atlas_1405_7875 [129] in CheckMATE.
The most sensitive analyses target either a 0-lepton
multijet (atlas_1405_7875), or a ≥ 3b-jet final state (at-
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las_conf_2013_061, Ref. [196]), both requiring a signifi-
cant amount of missing transverse momentum. The for-
mer final state is especially sensitive when light gluinos
decay into jets via on-shell squarks and therefore – as can
be seen in our results – covers the low M0 region where
the squarks are relatively light. On the contrary, the lat-
ter targets stop and gluino pair production, the dominant
modes for large M0, which can produce 4 b-jets due to
the resulting top quarks in the final decay chain.
In this particular set of plots, see Fig. 11, we also show
the nominal ATLAS exclusion limit taken from Ref. [172]
as an additional, black dotted line. The discrepancies
arise due to the ATLAS result including a statistical com-
bination of the orthogonal sets of 0 and 1` signal regions
which CheckMATE cannot perform. Apart from this com-
bination, the detailed, analysis-dependent results given
in Ref. [172] match our determination of the respective
most sensitive analysis in this model.
2. LLE¯, Λ 6Rp -CMSSM
We now consider the case of a small non-zero LLE¯
operator as discussed in Secs. III B and IV. We deter-
mine excluded parameter regions of the corresponding
Λ6Rp–CMSSM and compare with the LHC exclusion line
obtained in the RPC case. Since we consider a small
RPV coupling, the particle spectrum remains virtually
unchanged with respect to the RPC–CMSSM. However,
as emphasized before, such an operator leads to the decay
of the LSP. Therefore, a neutralino LSP will decay into
two leptons and one neutrino for a generic λijk coupling,
cf. Eq. (18) and Tab. III. In parameter regions where
the lightest stau is the LSP its possible decay modes are:
(i) directly into `iνj , if either i, j or k equals 3, (ii) via the
RGE-generated λi33 coupling if the non-zero RPV cou-
pling at MX is of form λijj and {i, j} 6= 3 (see Sec. IID)
or (iii) via a four-body decay, cf. see Sec. IV, and Tab. IX
for the corresponding LHC signatures. However, the
four-body decay does not happen here due to the large
tanβ value employed and the consequential dominance
of the two-body decay through the RGE-generated oper-
ators.
The generic LHC searches for RPC supersymmetry
look for missing energy in combination with jets and/or
leptons. They should thus also perform well for the LLE¯
models, due to the many extra leptons from the RPV
decay. Although the amount of missing energy is in gen-
eral not as pronounced as for an RPC model, the energy
carried away by the neutrino in the final decay can still
be sizable enough to produce a striking signature, see
Ref. [197, 198].
In the top row of Fig. 12 we show the CheckMATE ex-
clusion in the M0–M1/2 plane for the Λ6Rp–CMSSM with
λ122 6= 0. The remaining CMSSM parameters and the
light gray iso-mass curves are as in Fig. 11. The ex-
cluded region is shown below the thick solid black curve
in red. The allowed region is shown above this curve in
green. The dark red/green colored regions correspond to
a τ˜ -LSP, which must be considered in the RPV case. The
light red/green colored regions correspond to a χ˜01-LSP,
as in the RPC case. The RPC–CMSSM exclusion line of
Fig. 11 (thick solid black curve there) is shown here as
a thick dashed black curve for comparison. It does not
extend into the τ˜ -LSP region, as that is not viable in the
RPC–CMSSM.
The plot on the upper right in Fig. 12 shows in thick
solid black the same CheckMATE exclusion from the upper
left plot, as well as the RPC exclusion from Fig. 11 as
a solid dashed line. It furthermore shows which LHC
analysis implemented in CheckMATE is most sensitive at
a given parameter region using the same color code as
in Fig. 11. When comparing with Fig. 10, we see that
most of the parameter range is most sensitively covered
by atlas_conf_2013_036, Ref. [56].
As a result of λ122 6= 0, the neutralino decays will lead
to four more charged 1st- or 2nd-generation leptons com-
pared to the RPC case, in regions where the neutralino
is the LSP, cf. Tab. III. Consequently, analyses looking
for four or more leptons, Ref. [56], are very sensitive to
this scenario and yield a stronger limit than in the RPC
case. Thus the solid black curve in the upper left plot is
more restrictive than the dashed black curve. The search
in Ref. [56] contains separate signal regions designed for
both RPC and RPV signatures, respectively. It is in-
teresting that, although their signal regions designed for
the RPV signatures are the ones with the best exclusion
power, the RPC signal region performs almost equally
well.
When looking more closely at the CheckMATE output
we see that it is a specific search region in Ref. [56], which
is most sensitive to the LLE¯ case we are considering
here, namely the electroweak pair-production of neutrali-
nos and charginos. This production channel is not very
promising for RPC models in the CMSSM, as the largest
electroweak cross-section is usually obtained by the pro-
duction of a charged and a neutral wino. Within the
CMSSM boundary conditions, both would decay to the
bino by emitting a W and a Higgs/Z-boson respectively.
This comparably small electroweak signal rate is usually
not enough for these final states to be detected over the
background. Thus the RPC–CMSSM is most stringently
constrained by gluino pair production. In contrast, in
the Λ 6Rp–CMSSM the neutralino decays via λ122 lead to
a clean signal with many charged leptons.
Specifically, for M0 & 500 GeV, corresponding to re-
gions with a neutralino LSP, we can exclude values of
M1/2 . 950 GeV, which feature a bino ofmχ˜01 ' 400 GeV
and winos of mχ˜02 ' mχ˜±1 ' 800 GeV, as well as gluinos
over 2.1TeV. Thus within the Λ 6Rp -CMSSM, the indirect
constraint on the gluino mass (via the universal gaugino
mass) is much stricter than the RPC gluino search can
reach.
These Λ 6Rp -CMSSM bounds obtained using CheckMATE
can, to some degree, be compared to the results from
Ref. [110], where bounds on the pair-production of winos
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FIG. 12: Interpreting the LHC experimental searches as exclusion regions of the LLE¯, Λ6Rp–CMSSM in the M0–M1/2-plane
using CheckMATE, and focusing on the cases λ122 and λ123. The other CMSSM parameters are as in Fig. 11. In the upper left
hand plot, corresponding to a λ122 model, regions below the thick solid black line are excluded, and colored in red. Parameter
regions above the thick black solid line are allowed by CheckMATE and colored in green. The dark red and dark green regions
have a τ˜ LSP, which is viable in the Λ6Rp–CMSSM. The light red and light green regions have a χ˜
0
1 LSP. The light gray iso-mass
curves are as in Fig. 11. The RPC–CMSSM exclusion line of Fig. 11 (thick solid black curve there) is shown here as a thick
dashed black curve for comparison. It does not extend into the τ˜ -LSP region, as that is not viable in the RPC–CMSSM. The
figure on the upper right shows in thick solid black the CheckMATE exclusion from the upper left plot, as well as the RPC
exclusion from Fig. 11. It furthermore shows which LHC analysis implemented in CheckMATE is most sensitive, at a given
parameter region, using the color code of Fig. 10. The lower two plots are as the upper except for turning on λ123 instead of
λ122. The small white area at very low M0 and M1/2 is where the lightest stau becomes tachyonic.
decaying via LLE¯ are set. This analysis excludes wino
masses up to 900 GeV also for λ122 6= 0, when assuming
that the neutral wino is the LSP. In the case at hand we
have a lighter bino to which the wino will decay. This
change in kinematics (for instance, the final state lep-
tons will be less energetic) with respect to the simplified
model analysis in Ref. [110] explains the small differences
observed in the bounds on the wino mass.
In the upper left plot of Fig. 12, the lowM0 region fea-
tures a stau LSP and we observe that the exclusion power
close to the LSP-boundary drops significantly. This oc-
curs due to the produced neutralinos (charginos) decay-
ing into τ τ˜1 (ντ˜1) and τ˜1 decaying via the RGE-induced
λ133 coupling. As a result the stau has equal branching
ratios into both eν and τν final states. Compared to the
expected signatures of neutralino-LSP regions explained
above, several final-state 1st- and 2nd-generation leptons
are now replaced by τ leptons. The expected event rates
therefore drop by powers of the leptonic tau branching
ratio and hence significantly affect the resulting bound
from the same analysis.
AsM0 approaches 0, the mass of all sleptons and sneu-
trinos further decreases. This slowly opens further de-
cays of the neutralino (chargino) into other `i ˜`i and νiν˜i
(νi ˜`i and `iν˜i) combinations, which for i 6= 3 lead to the
same decay signatures via the λ122 as discussed before
for the neutralino LSP region. Hence, the exclusion line
approaches the earlier, stricter bound for M0 → 0.
Next, we consider the bottom row of Fig. 12 with
a non-zero λ123 coupling. The labelling and the in-
cluded curves are to be understood as for the upper
two plots. In the lower right plot we see that again at-
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FIG. 13: Same as for Fig. 12, but considering the nonzero operators (in descending order) λ131 and λ133.
las_conf_2013_036, Ref. [56], is most sensitive over most
of the parameter region, however only if M0 is large and
the squarks are decoupled. For smallM0, analyses which
look for jets and like-sign charged leptons, for example
Ref. [133] (denoted atlas_1404_2500 in Fig. 10), become
more sensitive. In fact, these two analyses are similarly
sensitive in this parameter region but the second gets
contributions from light squark decays and thus starts
dominating the exclusion line for small M0.11. To the
right in the lower left plot, the neutralino-LSP decay now
always involves tau leptons, cf. Eq. (18). The resulting
overall bound, the thick solid black curve, is weaker than
in the λ122 case in the neutralino-LSP region, as the mul-
tilepton signal is diluted by these taus. However, it is still
stricter than the RPC case, the thick black dashed curve.
We furthermore observe in the lower left plot, that the
considered analyses in the stau LSP region, i.e. for small
M0, are more sensitive, than in the λ122 case. The search
11 Atlas_1404_2500 only becomes the most sensitive analysis if
higher order cross sections are used for the strong produc-
tion modes — at leading order the electroweak processes are
dominant setting negligibly weaker bounds via analysis at-
las_conf_2013_036.
is more sensitive, as the stau now decays via λ123 into a
neutrino and a 1st- or 2nd-generation charged lepton,
rather than a tau final state as in the λ122 case, cf. the
second line in Eq. (31).
For completeness we in turn show the results for non-
zero values of λ131 and λ133 in Fig. 13, respectively. The
notation is as in Fig. 12. Again, the differences with
respect to Fig. 12 can be explained by respectively con-
sidering the number of charged 1st- and 2nd-generation
charged leptons versus the number of tau leptons in the
relevant final states. For the λ131 coupling, the neutralino
will decay with almost equal branching ratios into both
eeν and eτν which is why the excluded region is larger
than for λ123 but smaller than for λ122. For the case of
λ133, the neutralino decays either into ττν or eτν, which
is why the LHC sensitivity is lower compared to all pre-
vious cases. Remarkably however, it is still more sensi-
tive than the RPC case for most values of M0. Lastly,
we note there are only minor differences between the ex-
clusion lines if we were to exchange RPV couplings to
(s)electrons by couplings to (s)muons which is due to
the comparable identification efficiency between electrons
and muons at both ATLAS and CMS. All other LLE¯ cou-
plings are obtained by exchanging flavor indices 1 ↔ 2
and the respective bounds can therefore be inferred from
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the scenarios shown above.
For all of the LLE¯ cases, we see that the 4`+MET
search of atlas_conf_2013_036, Ref. [56] and the jets+SS`
search of atlas_1404_2500, Ref. [133], are the most sen-
sitive in CheckMATE over most of the parameter range.
The most important message from looking at the differ-
ent LLE¯ operators and comparing to the RPC case is,
however, that within the CMSSM, as a complete super-
symmetric model, the LHC is actually more sensitive to
scenarios in which R-parity is violated via an LLE¯ oper-
ator than if R-parity is conserved. This statement holds
even if the signal regions designed for RPV in Ref. [56]
are disregarded.
3. LQD¯, Λ6Rp -CMSSM
We now turn to the discussion of the LQD¯ operator.
In general, when compared to the previous LLE¯ case, it
is clear that the LHC sensitivity is reduced, as we have to
replace either a neutrino and a charged lepton or even two
charged leptons by two quarks in the final RPV decay of
a neutralino LSP, see Eq. (24) and Sec. III C. Stau LSPs,
in turn, will mostly decay either into a pair of quarks
or via a four-body decay into a tau, a charged lepton or
neutrino, and two quarks, see Eq. (31) and Sec. IV.
Furthermore, we generally observe that the elec-
troweak gaugino-pair-production is no longer relevant in
the case of a decay via LQD¯. Due to the hadronic de-
cay products of the neutralino- or stau-LSP the efficiency
in the electroweak gaugino case is no longer significantly
higher than in the strong production case. The latter
then wins due to the significantly higher production cross
section.
Let us discuss the results for the individual couplings.
The first row in Fig. 14 shows the case of a nonzero
λ′222 operator. As just mentioned, the overall exclu-
sion sensitivity is significantly lower than in the LLE¯
case, and is comparable to the RPC–CMSSM case, shown
here as the thick black dashed line. In a small region
around M0 = 750GeV, the RPC is even stricter. In the
neutralino-LSP region with high M0, we find that analy-
ses which look for jets and like-sign charged leptons, for
example Ref. [133] (denoted atlas_1404_2500 in Fig. 10),
are most sensitive. See the right-hand plot. In this re-
gion the first and second generation squarks are relatively
heavy. Therefore gluino and stop pair-production are the
most dominant production modes. These produce final
states with many b-jets, lower quark generation jets, and
leptons and hence populate the 3b signal region of a “2
same-sign ` or 3` ” analysis (atlas_1404_2500), for which
the Standard Model background is nearly zero. Here, the
high final state multiplicity induced by the LQD¯ decay
results in a slightly increased sensitivity when compared
to the RPC case.
In regions with lower M0 where gluino-squark as-
sociated production and squark pair production be-
come relevant, generic squark-gluino searches like at-
las_conf_2013_062, Ref. [199], which look for jets, lep-
tons and missing transverse momentum dominate. For
these, the increased final state multiplicity via the ad-
ditional LQD¯-induced decays results in a worse bound
than for the RPC case. This is due to the signal regions
setting strong cuts on the required momentum of the fi-
nal state objects and the missing transverse momentum
of an event. These are necessary to sufficiently reduce
the Standard Model background contribution, especially
from multiboson production, which also produces final
states with high jet and lepton multiplicity and some
missing transverse momentum. Since the expected miss-
ing transverse momentum of the event is significantly
larger in RPC models for which the LSP does not decay,
breaking R-parity weakens the bounds in these regions,
cf. Ref. [197, 198].
Within the stau LSP region, the wedge at low M0,
the stau will undergo two-body decays due to the RGE-
generated λ233 operator for large tanβ, see also Fig. 7.
Therefore, this scenario mimics the results from the stau
LSP region in the case where λ233 is already present at
MX , see our discussion of the phenomenologically almost
identical λ133 operator, in Sec. VIB 2.
We continue with the discussion of λ′113, with the
only phenomenologically relevant difference that D¯2 is
replaced by D¯3. Hence, in the neutralino LSP case, the
only phenomenological difference is that two b-jets re-
place two normal jets. (We found that the sensitivity
in the λ′222 and λ′112 cases are almost identical, since the
experimental efficiencies for muons and electrons are sim-
ilar.) Due to the good b-jet tagging efficiency, this clearly
improves the distinguishability with respect to the Stan-
dard Model background and results in an increase in sen-
sitivity. This effect is most prominent for large values of
M0. The same analysis as in the previous λ′222 case, see
atlas_1404_2500, Ref. [133], provides the most stringent
bounds as it contains special signal regions which tag
additional b-jets. For smaller values of M0 barely any
change in sensitivity is visible in comparison to before.
In the τ˜ -LSP region of the λ′113 case, the stau will al-
most always undergo a four-body decay, thereby decay-
ing into both τebj and τνbj at approximately equal rates.
The increase in sensitivity with respect to the neutralino-
LSP region comes from the additional tau leptons in the
final state.
We continue with the cases λ′131 and λ′133 in the lower
two rows in Fig. 14 and focus on the neutralino LSP
region first. Here, the top quark in the decay products
does not improve the sensitivity when compared to the
λ′222 case. When comparing to the λ′113 case, we see the
sensitivity also goes down. On the one side we no longer
have the bottom quark jet in every decay and on the other
hand the operator λ′13i in principle allows for neutralino
decays into both t+`+ji and b+ν+ji. However, the mass
of the LSP is so low in the relevant parameter range, that
the decay into the top quark is kinematically suppressed.
Hence, most of the neutralinos will decay via the neutrino
mode and as such do not produce the final state leptons
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FIG. 14: Same as for Fig. 12, but considering the nonzero operators (in descending order) λ′222, λ′113, λ′131 and λ′133.
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FIG. 15: Same as for Fig. 12, but considering the nonzero operators (in descending order) λ′311 and λ′313, which all violate tau
lepton number.
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which are required for the aforementioned “2 same-sign `
or 3` ” analysis to be sensitive. Instead, the most relevant
analysis in the large-M0 region turns out to be a search
looking for events with more than seven jets plus missing
energy, see atlas_1308_1841, Ref. [128]. The high jet
multiplicity for λ′131,133 arises from hadronically decaying
tops, produced from the standard g˜ → tt˜, t˜→ tχ˜01 decay
chains in this parameter region, as well as jets from the
final neutralino decay χ˜01 → jj 6ET .
Comparing λ′133 to λ′131, the two additional b-jets in
the final state result in a slightly improved exclusion
power via the multi-b analysis in atlas_conf_2013_061,
Ref. [196].
In the τ˜ -LSP region, the case λ′133 is analogous to the
λ′222 case in that the RGE-generated λ133 operator de-
termines the τ˜ decay, leading to similar bounds. In the
λ′131 case, the situation is similar to λ′113 6= 0 in that
the four-body decay dominates. However, as the final
state including the top quark, τ˜ → τetj, is kinemati-
cally suppressed, the stau almost exclusively decays into
τνbj. This scenario therefore exhibits the worst LHC
measurement prospects of all the λ′aij 6= 0, a = 1, 2, τ˜ -
LSP scenarios.
Turning to the λ′311 scenario shown in the top row of
Fig. 15, all differences with respect to the former λ′222
case can be explained by the exchange of muons by
taus in the final state, which reduces the overall final
state identification efficiency. As a result, the searches
looking for leptons lose sensitivity and, similar to the
above λ′i3i cases, the best constraints are instead pro-
vided by the high jet multiplicity analysis described in
atlas_1308_1841, Ref. [128]. Whilst in the λ′222 scenario
the lowerM0 region was most constrained by the squark-
gluino searches in atlas_conf_2013_062, Ref. [199], here
this region is again covered by the high multiplicity jet
analyses. A closer look at the event rates however reveals
that these two analyses are almost equally sensitive and
hence the resulting bounds are nearly the same.
In the λ′311 scenario, the LHC sensitivity does not
change significantly when traversing from the neutralino-
into the stau-LSP region since the stau itself decays di-
rectly into light quark jets. Hence, only the kinematics
change when the LSP crossover occurs, while the final
state signatures stay the same. This is why we see ex-
actly the same behavior for the other i = 3 cases λ′313,
λ′331 and λ′333 6= 0, the former of which we show in the
second row of Fig. 15. Consequently, the additional b-
tagging in these scenarios does not noticeably improve
the exclusion power of atlas_1308_1841, Ref. [128].
Here we have considered all distinct types of nonzero
LQD¯ operators, which in principle have differing LHC
phenomenology. In the region where the neutralino is the
LSP and M0 . 1.2 TeV, the corresponding LHC bounds
that we obtain using CheckMATE are slightly weaker com-
pared to the R-parity-conserving CMSSM. This corre-
sponds to the region where squark pair-production dom-
inates and the additional decay of the neutralino LSP re-
duces the 6ET . In the parameter region where gluino and
stop pair production dominates, i.e. for large M0, we in-
stead find most LQD¯ scenarios are as constrained as the
RPC–CMSSM because of the equally good performance
of the multijet searches preferred by RPV and the multi-
b searches sensitive to RPC. The special cases LiQjD¯3
with i, j ∈ {1, 2} are significantly more constrained in
this region of the R-parity violating CMSSM, due to the
additional extra leptons and b-jets in the final state. In
all cases, regions with stau LSP are well covered by ei-
ther multilepton or combined lepton+jet searches and
yield comparable bounds as in parameter regions with a
neutralino LSP.
4. U¯D¯D¯
Here we discuss the U¯D¯D¯ operator for which one typ-
ically expects the weakest LHC bounds as there is no
striking missing energy signal nor any additional leptons,
see for example Ref. [169, 200, 201].
In Fig. 16, we show the results in analogy with the
previous subsections. We first consider the case of λ′′121,
the top row, where the neutralino LSP decays into three
light jets. Therefore multi-jet searches should yield the
most stringent limits for such scenarios. Indeed, as can
be seen in the top right plot of Fig. 16, the analysis in
atlas_1308_1841, Ref. [128] provides the best exclusion
power for the entire neutralino-LSP region. Interestingly,
the bounds on the parameter space which we obtain are
almost as strong as the bounds on the RPC scenario,
the thick black dashed line, cf. Fig. 11. This can be
regarded as an impressive success for the experimental
groups, since multi-jet analyses belong to the most chal-
lenging signatures at a hadron collider.
In the large M0 region where the exclusion lines from
RPC and RPV are very similar, gluino pair production
has the highest cross section. The gluinos then decay
down to a top quark and a stop which itself decays to
a top and a neutralino. The dominant g˜ → tt˜ decay
occurs because of the large stop mixing in this region
which significantly reduces the t˜1 mass with respect to
the other squark masses. The neutralino then eventually
undergoes a three-body decay into three light jets. As a
result, the signal region looking for ≥ 10 jets and missing
energy (denoted “10j50” in Ref. [128]) provides the best
constraints. This is somewhat surprising as the analysis
vetoes against isolated leptons while requiring missing
energy. Naively, one would have expected searches for b-
jets, missing energy and leptons to dominate. However,
we find that only the next-best analysis looks for that,
Ref. [202], with the best applicable signal region “SR-1`-
6j-C” looking for one lepton, more than six jets and miss-
ing energy. Furthermore note that also in Ref. [128], a
RPV interpretation has been performed, assuming gluino
pair-production, which decay into t˜t¯, with t˜ → bs, ob-
taining bounds of mg˜ & 1TeV. Translating the bounds
we obtain for the CMSSM-like scenario to gluino mass
bounds, we obtain even stricter mass limits, which is due
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FIG. 16: Same as for Fig. 12, but considering the nonzero operators (in descending order) λ′′121, λ′′131, λ′′312 and λ′′323.
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to the higher jet multiplicity in the final state from in-
cluding the intermediate neutralino in the decay chain.
In the lower M0 regions where the exclusion in RPC
parameter space is stricter, squark-gluino associated pro-
duction is dominant. Therefore, while the RPC–CMSSM
provides a large missing energy signal and is therefore
probed by analyses like atlas_1405_7875, Ref. [129], the
RPV counterpart is still best covered by the 10-jet signal
region of [128].
We once more want to emphasize that the bounds we
obtain on the parameter space rely on the boundary con-
ditions which we impose at the high scale and the cor-
responding (s)particle spectrum. In particular, as seen
in the large M0 region, the presence of top quarks in
the decay is of major importance. In Ref. [203], a re-
interpretation of LHC results in a natural SUSY context
and λ′′212 6= 0 has been performed. In their scenario the
stop and gluino masses are varied independently and a
Higgsino LSP decaying into three light jets is assumed.
The results show that in this case, gluino and stop masses
are generically less constrained when compared to the
RPC analogue.
In the stau LSP region, at low M0, the decay into one
tau lepton and three light jets dominates for λ′′121 and
into one tau, one b-jet and two light jets for λ′′113. Inter-
estingly, most of this area is best covered by the 4-lepton
analysis atlas_conf_2013_036 [56], which requires, in case
of a τ -tag, at least three additional light leptons. This
means that the other three τ -leptons can only be iden-
tified through their leptonic decay, reducing the overall
acceptance by a factor [BR(τ → `νν)]3 ' 0.044. In ad-
dition, we find that wino pair-production is important in
this part of parameter space and that the charged wino
state decays into e/µ+ν˜ in up to 30% of the cases, further
contributing a charged lepton in the final state.
Turning to the cases where third-generation quarks are
among the LSP decays, namely the bottom three rows
in Fig. 16, we see that the bounds in the low M0 re-
gion are similar to the λ′′121 case, and that again the
multi-jet search is most sensitive. In the high M0 region,
where gluino and stop pair-production becomes relevant,
searches for same-sign leptons, atlas_1404_2500 [133], be-
come effective for λ′′3ij . This is due to leptonically decay-
ing top quarks in the final state and has already been
analysed in detail in Ref. [204]. Note that in compari-
son to the LQD¯ operator λ′i3j , where the top in the final
state was phase-space suppressed and as such the alter-
native neutrino decay mode was favored, there is no other
comparable decay mode for the neutralino in the case of
U¯D¯D¯. As such, it will always decay into a top quark
whenever kinematically accessible, which is the case for
M1/2 & 400 GeV. Therefore, both gluino and stop pair
production can lead to same-sign leptons from the lep-
tonic top decay modes, rendering this scenario slightly
more constrained than the λ′′aij , a = 1, 2, cases. Interest-
ingly, we find that in addition electroweak gaugino pro-
duction is even more important for the limit setting in
the large-M0 area than stop pair-production.
For the λ′′323 case, the additional possibility of tagging
more b-jets further improves sensitivity, such that the
large-M0 region is considerably more constrained than
the RPC analogue.
For λ′′312, in regions with the stau being the LSP, the
kinematical suppression of final states with top quarks
results in the most abundant decay chains going via
off-shell charginos into a neutrino, a bottom quark and
two light-flavor jets, cf. Eq. (34). Therefore, searches
for missing energy and several jets, e.g. atlas_1308_1841
and atlas_1405_7875, Refs. [128, 129], provide a good
coverage. At very low M0, where the mass difference
mχ˜01 −mτ˜1 is largest, even the search for same-sign lep-
tons, atlas_1404_2500 [133], which is sensitive to the lep-
tonically decaying taus from χ˜0 → τ˜ τ , becomes effec-
tive enough to exclude the area below M1/2 . 730 GeV.
However, the sensitivity of this analysis to the scenario
at hand quickly drops off with decreasing mχ˜01 −mτ˜1 , as
can be seen in the λ′′312 case of Fig. 16. For λ′′323 6= 0,
which features at least four b-jets in the final state, the
search for large missing transverse momentum and at
least three b-jets, atlas_conf_2013_061 [196], is further-
more able to exclude the rest of the τ˜ -LSP parameter
space below around M1/2 ' 760 GeV.
Summarizing, U¯D¯D¯ couplings within the CMSSM are
almost as well covered by LHC analyses as the RPC coun-
terpart. Similarly to the LQD¯ case, regions with low M0
are harder to detect at the LHC than the RPC scenario.
For large M0 the searches for many jets and missing en-
ergy are very sensitive, leading to bounds as strong as in
the RPC–CMSSM, while in the case of a λ′′3i3 coupling
the bounds are even stricter. We stress again that these
results are, in particular in the large M0 region, specific
to the CMSSM boundary conditions. For instance, if the
stops were heavier than the gluinos, the bounds which
one could set on the corresponding scenario would be con-
siderably weaker [203]. In the stau LSP region, searches
for several leptons provide the best constraints whereas
for λ′′323, multi-b-jet analyses are even more sensitive.
Finally, a comment is in order. Much of the consid-
ered parameter space can be excluded or detected in the
near future due to the decay products of intermediate
top quarks in the final state. This is a consequence of
the CMSSM boundary conditions where the stops often
appear in either the production or decay channels. At
the LHC, there are two methods to identify top quarks.
The first method involves reconstructing the individual
decay products of the top quark. The second, referred
to as top-tagging, involves reconstructing the top-quark
decay products inside a single fat-jet. This is possible
by analysing the jet substructure if the top is boosted
enough, and tagging is in principle already possible if
pT,t & 150GeV [205]. While top quarks can be pro-
duced directly from squark or gluino decays in LQD¯ and
U¯D¯D¯ scenarios, this does not happen in the considered
scenarios because of the small couplings and the lighter
neutralinos to which each coloured sparticle will decay
first. Moreover, the lightest neutralino decays to a top
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final states in λ′′3ij scenarios, but boosted tops would re-
quire much heavier neutralinos than what is accessible in
the near future (in a CMSSM context). Hence the only
possibility for boosted tops is through the stop decays
into χ˜01t which happens for t˜R mainly (while t˜L would
decay to the wino first). A naive estimate shows that
pT,t of O(150 GeV) is possible in all the remaining pa-
rameter space which has not yet been excluded in the
figures above. Requiring, however, a significant boost
of O(400 GeV) for which the tagging efficiency is greatly
improved [206], then this occurs only in the upper part of
the M0 −M1/2 plane, as this requires a significant mass
splitting between the stop, the top and the neutralino.
The associated region is not yet accessible with stop pair
production, in particular not at the 8TeV LHC, since it
requires stop masses beyond a TeV, featuring a produc-
tion cross section of sub-fb. This region will, however,
be accessible with more accumulated data at the 13TeV
LHC.
VII. LARGE Λ6Rp : OTHER LSP SCENARIOS
Here, we briefly comment on scenarios with a large Λ6Rp
coupling, as discussed in Sec. V. In this case, the mass
spectrum changes with respect to the RPC–CMSSM so
that a direct comparison is no longer meaningful. How-
ever, qualitative changes only occur if not only the spec-
trum but also the relative hierarchy of particle masses is
altered. This can lead to (i) changes in the final state
signature and/or (ii) changes in the kinematic distribu-
tions.
A drastic example of case (i) is the squark LSP sce-
nario, which we envisage for large U¯D¯D¯ couplings, cf.
Tab. II. Then, as discussed in Sec. V, squark LSPs will
be pair-produced and decay directly into pairs of dijet
resonances via the (large) λ′′ coupling. Even though we
operate within CMSSM boundary conditions here, the
possible squark LSP scenarios correspond quite closely
to the simplified models employed in the experimental
analyses searching for this exact scenario, as the pair-
production of the comparably light squarks will domi-
nate over all other production modes. We therefore refer
to the analyses summarized in Sec. V for the respective
bounds on the squark masses.
We cannot perform a recast of the bounds on
the squark LSP scenarios with the current version of
CheckMATE since the respective analyses containing 4-jet
final states of which two combine to a dijet resonance are
not yet handled by this tool. We leave the inclusion of
these results for future work.
In the case of a slepton or sneutrino LSP, the change in
the final-state signature is milder as the pair-production
of the LSP is suppressed with respect to squark/gluino
and also wino production. There will therefore at most
be changes in the intermediate cascade decays as well
as the kinematics of the final state particles; we do not
expect drastic changes.
It is nevertheless instructive to check this statement
with our tools at hand. In Fig. 17 we show an example of
parameter space with either neutralino or sneutrino LSP,
corresponding to the scenario shown earlier in Fig. 3.
In the top plot on the left we have turned off the R-
parity violating coupling, λ′233 = 0, and show only the
χ˜01-LSP region, as is appropriate in the RPC–CMSSM.
This agrees with Fig. 11. On the right we see that the
most sensitive signature in the exclusion region, the lower
right-hand corner of the plot, is the 0`, 2-6j+6ET search
of atlas_1405_7875 [129].
In the lower two plots in Fig. 17 we have λ′233 = 0.08
at MX (corresponding to λ′233 ' 0.19 at the weak scale).
Comparing the lower left plot to the upper left plot, we
have now included the τ˜ - and the ν˜-LSP regions (lower
left and upper left regions in the plots in the lower row).
We see that the χ˜01-LSP region has slightly shrunk, com-
pared to the RPC case in the upper left plot. This is the
effect of the RPV coupling on the RGE running of the
masses.
In the RPV case, we now want to compare the bounds
onM1/2 in the sneutrino-LSP and the neutralino-LSP re-
gion, respectively. In both cases, the production of stop
squarks dominates the LHC supersymmetric production
cross section. Despite the large λ′233 coupling invoked,
the stop mainly decays into a top quark and a bino. In
the region on the right-hand side of the figure, the bino-
LSP has a dominant three-body decay. While in the left-
hand region, the bino is not the LSP and it first decays
into νµν˜µ or µµ˜, with the nearly degenerate ν˜ or µ˜ on-
shell. The latter then decay further via the λ′ coupling.
The dominant final state is therefore the same in the χ˜01-
LSP and the ν˜-LSP scenarios, and only the final state
particles’ kinematics differ. As expected, we thus ob-
serve that, except for a small dip in the cross-over region
(|mχ˜01 −mν˜1 | is small) the bounds in the sneutrino-LSP
and the neutralino-LSP region are comparable.
Interestingly, in some of the sneutrino-LSP region, the
cross section of the pair-production of sneutrinos and
smuons is even comparable to the stop pair-production.
However, due to the additional top quark in the final
state, the latter provides a better discrimination against
Standard Model background and sneutrino/smuon pair-
production does not provide any mentionable constraints
on the parameter space by itself.
From this, we conclude that even though the mass hi-
erarchies of the lightest supersymmetric particles may be
affected for larger RPV couplings, the resulting bounds
are hardly dependent on the details of this hierarchy,
as long as both LSP and NLSP are only electroweakly
interacting. Small, fine tuned parameter regions with
degenerate LSP-NLSP masses form a mild exception as
here the soft decay kinematics of the NLSP-to-LSP decay
weaken the resulting bounds.
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FIG. 17: Same as for Fig. 12, but this time using the parameter choices as in Fig. 3, i.e. with A0 = −2800GeV fixed, and
λ′233 = 0.08. Note also the change in M0 and M1/2 parameter ranges compared to Figs. 11-16. This makes the ν˜-LSP region
more readily visible. Contrarily to the previous figures, we also show the mass contours in the forbidden charged LSP region
in the top left figure. This is however only for the purpose of improving the readability of the individual contour labels.
VIII. ABSOLUTE LOWER MASS BOUNDS ON
RPV-CMSSM SCENARIOS
In this last section, we present a set of lower super-
symmetric mass bounds within the CMSSM. These thus
assume a complete supersymmetric model, with possibly
involved cascade decay chains. This is unlike the experi-
mental bounds in Tabs. IV, VI and VIII, which are based
on simplified models.
The bounds here in Tab. XII are the result of the anal-
yses of Sec. VI, which lead to the Figs. 11 - 16. For each
case the allowed parameter range (green) is scanned and
the lightest respective sparticle mass is determined. We
list separately the bounds for the case of a neutralino
LSP (left) and for a stau LSP (right). In both cases we
give the lower mass bounds for: the gluino, the light-
est stop, the first/second generation squarks, the lightest
neutralino and the lightest chargino. These are the par-
ticles which are also directly produced. Bounds on other
particles also exist, but are always indirect, and obtained
only through the CMSSM boundary conditions. They
inform us about the Λ 6Rp–CMSSM, not necessarily the
sensitivity of the LHC. For the stau LSP scenario we in-
clude the lower bound on the lightest stau, as this is an
essential parameter of these models. We emphasize that
all the bounds in the stau-LSP case are new, as such
bounds do not yet exist in the literature.
Looking at the bounds more closely, for example in
the upper left plot of Fig. 12 for λ122 6= 0, we would
expect the lightest allowed gluino mass in the χ˜01-LSP
case to correspond to the dip in the exclusion curve near
(M0, M1/2) ' (800 GeV, 920 GeV). Looking at the light
gray dot-dashed gluino mass iso-curve, we therefore ex-
pect a lower mass exclusion bound of just over 2000GeV.
In Tab. XII in the row for λ122, we see the lower gluino
mass bound is indeed 2070GeV. Correspondingly in the
lower left plot on the left in Fig. 12, for λ123 6= 0, the
exclusion curve is significantly lower, about three quar-
ters of the way between the 1 TeV and 2 TeV gluino iso-
mass curves. It also has no marked dip. The bound in
Tab. XII is 1700GeV. In these cases, the strong bounds
on the gluino mass are caused by direct bounds on the
electroweak gaugino sector through multi-lepton searches
which translate into bounds on the gluino mass via the
CMSSM boundary conditions. Since the cross section for
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χ˜01 LSP region τ˜1 LSP region
Coupling mg˜ mt˜1 mq˜1st/2nd mχ˜01 mχ˜±1 mg˜ mt˜1 mq˜1st/2nd mχ˜01 mχ˜±1 mτ˜1
RPC 1280 710 1560 220 430 – – – – – –
λ122 2070 1320 1960 400 750 1690 1140 1520 320 600 230
λ123 1700 980 1630 310 600 1790 1220 1620 340 640 260
λ131 1850 1120 1700 350 670 1740 1180 1580 330 620 260
λ133 1590 920 1540 290 560 1690 1140 1520 320 600 230
λ′111 1220 700 1520 210 410 1690 1140 1520 320 600 230
λ′113 1480 850 1530 260 510 1690 1140 1520 320 600 230
λ′131 1310 750 1450 230 440 1690 1150 1520 320 600 220
λ′133 1310 750 1470 220 440 1690 1140 1520 320 600 230
λ′311 1250 750 1400 210 420 1530 1040 1360 280 530 190
λ′313 1290 730 1410 220 440 1530 1040 1360 280 530 190
λ′323 1280 720 1400 220 430 1530 1040 1370 280 540 200
λ′331 1330 750 1440 230 450 1580 1080 1420 290 560 210
λ′333 1350 770 1420 240 470 1620 1060 1460 310 600 240
λ′′113 1250 720 1350 210 420 1420 970 1270 260 490 180
λ′′121 1260 730 1350 210 420 1480 1010 1330 270 520 200
λ′′312 1250 730 1350 210 420 1430 960 1290 260 500 180
λ′′323 1400 780 1350 250 480 1530 1040 1360 280 530 190
TABLE XII: Lower mass bounds on the particle spectrum in GeV. The mass bounds for each RPV coupling are obtained from
the the most conservative points that appear in the M0–M1/2 planes of Figs. 11 - 16 from Sec. VI. In the RPC case there are
no τ˜ -LSP regions.
gluino production at such high masses is of order O(ab),
direct measurements of gluino-induced topologies cannot
provide competetive bounds.
Turning to the case λ′113 6= 0 shown in Fig. 14, we
see the exclusion curve sloping downwards for large M0,
thus the bound is obtained at the limit of our scan region,
M0 = 3000GeV. This is similar to the extended simplified
models considered in Ref. [112], where both the squarks
and the gluinos were kinematically accessible. The lower
mass bounds on the gluino/squarks shown in the second
to last row of the gluino section and the last row of the
squark section in Tab. VI strongly depend upon the cho-
sen squark/gluino masses, i.e. the gluino mass bound
depends upon the assumed or allowed squark masses and
vice versa.
The remaining gluino mass bounds in the χ˜01-LSP sce-
nario for λ′ and λ′′ are all very similar, mainly around
1300GeV. They are determined by the limit of the scan-
ning region and rest on the production cross sections at
M0 = 3000 GeV. Contrarily to the above LLE¯ discus-
sion, the most sensitive signatures require the production
of gluinos and hence set a comparably weaker bound. In
all these cases a lighter gluino should be possible for com-
pletely decoupled squarks.
The lower mass bounds on the lightest top squark
are typically significantly weaker, in the range of 700 to
800GeV over all couplings in the χ˜01-LSP scenario. This
is similar to the RPC CMSSM bound of 710GeV. The
exception are the cases λ122 (λ131) with mt˜1 > 1320GeV
(1120GeV). The reason is that, because of the employed
relation A0 = −2M0, the stop mass splitting increases
with increasing M0. Thus the lowest stop mass bounds
come from the bounds at largeM0. As is seen in Figs. 12
and 13, the cases λ122,131 are the only ones where the
lower bound on M1/2 is as severe or even stricter for
large M0 as for lower M0. For the 1st/2nd generation
squarks the lower mass bounds come from the low-M0
region and are consistently around 1400-1600GeV, as in
the RPC case. They are only markedly stricter in the
LLE¯ scenarios.
For the stau LSP scenarios the lower gluino mass
bound is typically obtained in the dip region along the
neutralino-LSP–stau-LSPcross over or close by. For
λ122 this is clearly significantly lower, for λ123,131,133
it is comparable to the neutralino-LSP case and for
λ′111,113,131,133,311,313, λ
′′
121,113,312,323 the lower gluino
mass bound in the stau-LSP case should be considerably
stricter than in the neutralino LSP case. This is con-
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firmed in Tab. XII. For the LLE¯ cases these gluino mass
lower bounds are due to electroweak gaugino production.
For LQD¯ and U¯D¯D¯ the production process leading to
the most sensitive limits is gluino and/or squark pro-
duction, possibly involving top squarks. The other mass
bounds are then determined indirectly via the CMSSM
boundary conditions. Thus the gluino and lightest neu-
tralino mass bounds can be roughly understood as the
mass ratio M1/M3 ' 1/6. The chargino mass bounds
are also due to direct electroweak gaugino production for
the LLE¯ case but are otherwise also derived quantities
in the RPV-CMSSM. The stop and lightest generation
squark bounds are a mixture, sometimes derived, but
sometimes also obtained via direct production. The stau
mass bounds in the stau-LSP scenarios are all derived
quantities. Overall the stau-LSP parameter range is very
narrow and thus the lower mass bounds are very similar
across all couplings.
To emphasize these bounds are the result of using
CheckMATE and therefore contain all the same deficien-
cies as discussed in Sec. VIA 2. Also, experimental
bounds are typically interpreted within simplified models
whereas CMSSM-based scenarios like ours have various
potentially interesting decay signatures which appear si-
multaneously. Lacking a statistical combination of the
numerous search channels then leads to a significant di-
lution of the bounds that can be derived compared to a
single simplified model.
Despite being conservative our RPV-CMSSM gluino
mass bounds are stricter in the LLE¯ χ˜01-LSP case than
in Tab. IV. This is because they are in fact due to elec-
troweak gaugino production, which can be reinterpreted
within the Λ6Rp -CMSSM. In the LQD¯ case the bounds
are largely similar, except for those from Ref. [118, 119]
which are based on
√
s = 13TeV data. In the U¯D¯D¯ case
the bounds are also similar.
IX. SUMMARY
We have performed a systematic appraisal of the LHC
coverage of R-parity violating supersymmetric models.
We have mainly focused on the Λ 6Rp -CMSSM, with only
a single non-zero RPV coupling at the unification scale.
We have obtained the following results
(1) In Sec. II, starting from the small set of Λ6Rp -
CMSSM parameters at MX in Eq. (5), we have dynam-
ically determined the possible LSPs at the weak scale,
taking in particular the Higgs mass constraint into ac-
count. This is an update of Ref. [62]. The results
are presented in Tab. II. We find an extensive param-
eter range with either a neutralino or a stau LSP. For
special large RPV couplings we can also have one of
{e˜R, µ˜R, ν˜e,µ, s˜R, d˜R, b˜1, t˜1} as the LSP.
(2a) In Sec. III, we focussed first on the χ˜01-LSP scenar-
ios. For the various possible dominant operators, we have
compiled tables detailing all possible LHC signatures:
Tabs. III (LLE¯), V (LQD¯), and VII (U¯D¯D¯). We have
then compiled all relevant LHC analyses by ATLAS and
CMS, and have presented the resulting bounds on the sim-
plified supersymmetric mass spectra in Tabs. IV (LLE¯),
VI (LQD¯), and VIII (U¯D¯D¯), again depending on the na-
ture of the dominant RPV operator. These bounds are
independent of the assumption of CMSSM-like bound-
ary constraints and can thus be applied to all RPV mod-
els, provided the appropriate branching ratios are imple-
mented. Comparing the two sets of tables we can thus
determine the coverage of these models at the LHC. We
have observed the following:
• χ˜01-LSP, LLE¯: These scenarios are very well covered
via LHC analyses looking for 4 leptons (including a
number of taus) plus missing transverse energy, cf.
Ref. [107]. We also note that electroweak gaugino pro-
duction can play an important role due to the large
number of additional leptons in the finals states, sig-
nificantly boosting the efficiencies.
• χ˜01-LSP, LQD¯: The typical signatures containing
charged leptons with a number of jets, b-tagged or oth-
erwise, are well covered. However, final states lack-
ing charged leptons and instead containing hadroni-
cally decaying taus and or missing transverse energy
are not completely covered, cf. cases IIg-k in Tab. V.
Most existing analyses focus on high jet multiplicity
plus missing transverse energy which provide some sen-
sitivity to the above scenarios. Note the recent analysis
in Ref. [119] tags an isolated electron or muon, further
requiring high jet multiplicity with no veto on missing
transverse energy. This search is sensitive to many of
the RPV scenarios beyond just the LQD¯ operators.
• χ˜01-LSP, UD¯D¯: Many scenarios are well covered, espe-
cially in the case that top quarks are produced in the
cascade decay chain, yielding leptons in the final states.
Searches for only jets with and without b-jets are in
principle sensitive to all possible final states. However
in Ref. [57] all U¯D¯D¯ couplings where simultaneously
switched on. This makes it very difficult to reinterpret
the particular analysis in comparison to single opera-
tor dominance. Finally based on the simplified anal-
yses with single operator dominance, λ′′312 coverage is
lacking.
(2b) In Sec. IV, we next considered the stau-LSP sce-
narios in detail. The list of LHC signatures has been
presented in Ref. [96]. However, these models, irrespec-
tive of the dominant RPV coupling, are not explicitly
searched for at the LHC. The only exception is a CMSSM
model with non-zero λ121 [106]. This analysis only uses√
s = 7TeV data and makes a number of assumptions
about the four-body decay channels, completely ignor-
ing two-body decay channels, which become relevant for
large tanβ. We thus do not present a list of lower mass
bounds on the supersymmetric particles in these scenar-
ios. We are however encouraged by the recent search
for multiple leptons with up to two hadronic tau candi-
dates, motivated by electroweak gaugino production in
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R-parity conserving models [147]. These signatures are
also highly relevant for many stau-LSP scenarios. We
further encourage experimentalists to perform dedicated
analyses looking for final states with high tau, charged
lepton and jet multiplicities, cf. Tab. IX.
(2c) In Sec. V we summarize the experimental LHC
bounds on the non-standard LSP scenarios, i.e. those
listed in Tab. II, which are obtained for large RPV cou-
plings. The results are summarized in Tabs. X and XI.
There are typically no direct searches for these scenar-
ios at the LHC, except in the t˜1-LSP scenario. However
in most cases the χ˜01 is the NLSP and for example the
gluino cascade decay proceeds through the same chain
as in the corresponding RPV χ˜01-LSP case. The only
difference is that the neutralino decay is now two-body
instead of three-body. Thus the final state kinematic dis-
tributions should be slightly different. We expect this to
only moderately affect the search sensitivities. In special
cases entire decay modes can be kinematically blocked
due to the heavy top quark for example, which in turn
can affect bounds more significantly.
We have also collected a set of related searches which
involve non-neutralino/stau LSPs, which do not arise in
the Λ 6Rp–CMSSM, but for which there are experimental
searches. Here we have a sneutrino LSP, a squark LSP,
and a gluino LSP. These are compiled in Tab. XI. Here
we have also included reinterpreted leptoquark searches.
(3) In Sec. VI we performed collider studies using the
program CheckMATE to assess the coverage at the LHC
of RPV models in comparison to the CMSSM with R-
parity conserved. We consistently only use analyses im-
plemented in CheckMATE for the
√
s = 8TeV data. We
also only considered all supersymmetric production cross
sections at leading order for both the R-parity violat-
ing and the R-parity conserving case, multiplied with
K-factors determined by NLLFast for strongly produced
final states.. We found that the LHC constraints on RPV
models are, for most regions of parameter space, at least
comparable to the RPC case, while for the LLE¯ opera-
tor the constraints are significantly stronger (cf. Fig. 12).
The main caveats are U¯D¯D¯ and LQD¯ operators withM0
in the range 300 to 1000GeV, cf. Figs. 14 to 16.
In the RPC case, the most sensitive analyses in these
regions are searches looking for high-pT jets plus missing
transverse momentum. Including these RPV operators
decreases sensitivity through both the reduction of the
missing transverse energy and the distribution of the jet
pT over many jets. Therefore searches for many jets and
a moderate amount of missing energy are usually most
sensitive here, but not competitive to the RPC sensitiv-
ity. One should note that the analysis in Ref. [119] is not
currently available in CheckMATE. We expect this search
to be far more sensitive in these parameter regions, espe-
cially as it does not trigger on missing transverse energy.
The increased sensitivity outside of this M0 range oc-
curs as many RPV operators can lead to the produc-
tion of particles in the final state which are not only
easier to detect experimentally but can also lead to
greatly reduced SM background contamination. For ex-
ample U¯D¯D¯ operators which involve couplings to the top
squarks, λ′′3ij , can lead to final states with jets (including
b-jets) and two like-sign leptons or even three or more
leptons, which is what analyses like Ref. [133] have been
designed for. Because of these rather special lepton sig-
natures, these final states can be better discriminated
against the SM background compared to the typical sig-
natures arising from the RPC-CMSSM in the large-M0
region, which are one lepton, b-jets and missing trans-
verse momentum.
We stress that we have used all available 8 TeV anal-
yses implemented in CheckMATE, however, this does not
yet include a large number of ATLAS and CMS analyses
optimized for RPV models. We find that many of these
missing analyses are essential when one considers RPV
couplings which are large enough to directly affect the
mass spectrum of the model. Since CheckMATE is cur-
rently restricted to cut-and-count based analyses, no res-
onance searches could be considered which might also be
relevant for certain RPV scenarios, as discussed in the
main text.
(4) In Sec. VIII we have collected the resulting mass
bounds of the RPV–CMSSM CheckMATE analysis of
Sec. VI. We present explicit lower mass bounds for the
gluino, the first/second generation squarks, the lightest
stop, the lightest neutralino and the lightest chargino.
We present these separately for the case of a χ˜01-LSP
and for a τ˜ -LSP. We compare the bounds with the cor-
responding RPC-bounds obtained also with CheckMATE,
as well as with the experimental bounds collected here in
Sec. III. The lower mass bounds in the stau-LSP case are
all new, as both ATLAS and CMS have not yet determined
any lower mass bounds in this case.
Overall R-parity violating models have been searched
for, but we strongly encourage the experimental collab-
orations to increase the effort to systematically cover all
possible models.
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Appendix A: RpV Bounds
Here we summarize the current status of the bounds
on the R-parity violating trilinear Yukawa couplings. In
Tab. XIII we present the constraints on single couplings.
These results are adopted from [105] and are based on
indirect decays and perturbativity.
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aThe constraint on λ′131 is at the 3σ level, since the data disagree
with the standard model prediction.
TABLE XIII: Upper bounds on the magnitude of R-partiy violating couplings at the 2σ confidence level, taken from [105]. The
constraints arise from indirect decays. The concrete processes are described in detail in the original paper. Additionally the
perturbativity constraints are shown in parentheses in case they are more stringent than for mq˜,l˜ = 1 TeV. The numbers where
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